CHAPTER 11 BOARDED OUT CHILDREN

Chapter 11: Boarded out Children
Introduction
‘It would need a very considerable amount of supervision to be able to follow the
movements from birth of all children maintained apart from their parents’.1

11.1

The purpose of this chapter is to provide some insights into the lives of many
children who were born to unmarried mothers before the introduction of legal
adoption. The reforms of the health and welfare services outlined by the First Dáil
and by the government of the Irish Free State included a strong commitment to
place children who could not be raised by their mothers in foster homes, not in
institutions (see Chapter 1). An editorial in the Nenagh Guardian titled ‘Workhouse
Reform’, which appeared in an edition dated 25 December 1920, was enthusiastic
about the advantages:
What a change for the better, what a contrast to the poorhouses! Cast iron
rules, bare whitewashed walls, the high enclosures, the absence of the little
comforts, the general feeling of being subjected to commands, and the
degradation of the whole system! What a priceless boon to the children to
take them from the horrors and contaminations of poorhouses! The blighting
and corrupt influences of such institutions on children cannot be gainsaid.
You need but look at the children to note how in everything they are
handicapped. Clad in ridiculous and humiliating dress, ill-fitting, baggy and
uncomfortable, with boots to match, they shuffle along, poor stunted children
feeling no doubt the difference in dress and appearance to those other more
fortunate children they may meet on their too few outings. They come too
early in contact with evil. The natural healthy appetite of children, which in
homes can be satisfied every time it manifests itself, is here restricted by rules
and official time tables. The dietary, according to official scheme, lacks the
little comforts all children crave and to a greater or less extent receive
everywhere but in the poorhouse. No toys, no petting, nothing of love or
affection, and who can wonder at the result? In no place, no slum, can a child
be worse than in a poorhouse. In the former there is a better chance of
receiving some benefit. In the poorhouse the food may be more regular and
in other matters perhaps somethings may be better, yet in its after effects the
workhouse influence is the most harmful. It is intended that every child who
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can be boarded out will be boarded out and as early as possible.

It is

anticipated that there will be little difficulty in this and in exercising through
charitable and patriotic societies, rather than officialdom, of a wise and kind
supervision. The question of the unmarried mothers who habitually frequent
poorhouses is a difficult one, which under the proposed scheme will be dealt
with properly.

Policy and practice
11.2

Despite the commitment of the Department of Local Government and Public Health
(DLGPH) and later the Department of Health to boarding out children, many
children remained in county homes (as the workhouses had been renamed),
orphanages, industrial schools and other institutions, and some of the descriptions
of the workhouse children - dressed in clothing that distinguished them from other
children, lacking love and affection - could be applied to children who were
boarded out by the local authorities or voluntary organisations. There is evidence
of foster children who were grossly neglected; some were required to carry out
work or caring duties that were inappropriate to their age, and some experienced
appalling living and sleeping arrangements. However there is also evidence that
some foster mothers were deeply attached to their foster children and tried to
protect them from exploitation. When considering the histories of children raised
by foster families it is important to remember that there are no comparable
descriptions of the lives of children who were raised in their birth family during
these years. Many Irish children who lived with their family were kept from school
to carry out farm tasks or caring duties; children carried out heavy chores before or
after school; some were abused by a family member; many went to school in bare
feet, without adequate outer clothing or a proper lunch and they would have slept
in conditions that were not dissimilar to some foster children.

11.3

A number of children experienced several forms of care - in foster homes and in
institutions. A woman, or more commonly her family, who had some financial
means could leave a mother and baby home with her child shortly after giving birth,
and place her child with a foster parent, ‘at nurse’.. Women who lacked such
means had to remain in the institution until the local authority arranged to take
responsibility for her child, which was generally around the age of two years and
sometimes later. Some children were placed at nurse by their mother or her family
shortly after birth. When the payment to the nurse mother ran out, the nurse
mother might send the child to the county home. From there a child might be then
2
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boarded out by the local authority. Children who were born in county homes might
remain there for several years - some attended local national schools.

Many

children who were initially placed ‘at nurse’ were later committed to an industrial
school, often with the assistance of the NSPCC, when payments to the nurse
mother ceased. Boarded-out children who were returned to the county home,
because their foster parent was no longer willing or able to keep them, were also
sent to industrial schools. A number of local authorities kept children in county
homes for several years after their birth and then sent them to an industrial school,
despite the fact that this contravened government policy.

The conditions in

industrial schools have already been investigated by the Commission to Inquire
into Child Abuse (the Ryan Commission) so they are not examined here, though
we know very little about the junior industrial schools where a majority of younger
children were placed.

11.4

The Department of Health provided this Commission with a considerable volume of
records about boarded-out children and children at nurse. These files document
the lives of many children who were born in the institutions that have been
investigated by the Commission. Most of these files are records of inspections
carried out by the female inspectors in the DLGPH and later the Department of
Health. They give details of the living conditions of foster children; their education
and health, and there are occasional comments about the children’s appearance
and personality. The records are not comprehensive and the level of detail varies.

11.5

Until the unmarried mother’s allowance was introduced in 1973 few single mothers
could afford to raise a child without the support of her family or the child’s father.
Legal adoption was introduced in 1953, though children were being sent to the
USA for adoption from the late 1940s, and an indeterminate number of children
were ‘adopted’ informally in Ireland, Britain and Northern Ireland. Some families
were willing to support the mother and her child, but it was more common for
grandparents, an aunt or another close relative to assume the role of parent.
Similar arrangements were quite common when children in a two-parent family lost
one or both parents or one parent was ill. There were also many instances where
a childless aunt or uncle might take one child from a large family into their home, in
order to ease pressures on that family, and make the child their heir, less
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frequently their heiress.2 But most children of unmarried mothers did not grow up
within their family circle.

Children who left mother and baby homes
11.6

The institutional records of the mother and baby homes investigated by this
Commission show the exit pathway for many of the children. The Commission has
been able to compare the recorded exit pathway with other records - usually local
authority records - to find out what subsequently happened to the child. In many
cases, children who are recorded in institutional records as going with their mother
to her family home show up in the boarded out records of the local authority. It
appears that the mother did leave the home with the child but then placed the child
for boarding out, or ‘at nurse’. The majority of children who left Bessborough alive
in the 1930s and 1940s were placed in foster homes. The comparison between
the initial destination and long-term placements suggests that being placed at
nurse or boarded out was not always the long-term outcome. Many children were
later adopted, either formally or informally, by their foster family.

While these

figures are incomplete, they suggest that few Bessborough children ended up in
institutions. The proportion of Pelletstown children who were transferred to an
institution was much greater; the institutional records show that in the 1940s
almost half of the children who left Pelletstown were transferred to another
institution (which included hospitals); for the 1950s the figure was 33% (see
Pelletstown statistical appendix).

Governance and regulation
11.7

There were two distinct categories of foster children and they were governed by
different legislation - children at nurse and children who were boarded out.
Children at Nurse

11.8

Children who were placed in a foster home by a private person or by a charitable
organisation were described as being ‘at nurse’. The maintenance cost was paid
by their mother or by a member of her family, directly to the foster mother, or to a
charitable organisation such as St Patrick’s Guild, or the Nursery Rescue and
Protestant Children’s Aid Society.3 These organisations assumed responsibility for
finding a foster mother, making regular payments, and, in theory, monitoring the
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child’s welfare. Some infants were placed for a fixed sum of money, which was
generally seen as encouraging foster mothers to neglect the child (for example,
see Chapter 13 where concern was frequently expressed about the evils of
‘adoption’ for a lump sum). Foster mothers recruited by a charitable organisation
received a weekly payment for a fixed number of years, as evidenced in the
records of the Cork Catholic Women’s Aid Society. When the payments ceased,
after three or four years, foster parent(s) were expected to ‘adopt’ the child, though
many could not afford to keep these children without continuing financial
assistance. Private individuals who placed children at nurse - many were the
proprietors of private nursing homes - were often accused of ‘baby-farming’. An
unmarried mother or her family might pay a fixed sum to a woman who promised to
find a foster home for the infant. This woman would retain perhaps half of the
money as her fee, and pay the residual to the actual foster mother.4

11.9

The Children Act 1908 set regulations that applied to any person taking on the
‘nursing or maintenance’, ‘for reward’, of a child under seven years. A woman who
agreed to maintain a child at nurse for reward was required to notify the local
authority within 48 hours of accepting the child, and to notify the local authority
within 48 hours if a nurse child died or was removed from their home. If there were
children at nurse in a locality, the local authority was required to appoint infant life
protection visitors who would inspect the children and the foster homes. A local
authority could permit a ‘philanthropic society’ such as St Patrick’s Guild to
exercise the powers of the infant life protection visitor; in such cases the voluntary
society had to submit regular reports to the local authority.

A number of

recognised charitable agencies that placed children at nurse, such as the Catholic
Protection and Rescue Society or the Nursery Rescue and Protestant Children Aid
Society were eligible for financial support under the Maternity and Child Welfare
scheme, amounting to half the approved cost of maintaining these children up to
the age of five years.

11.10

The Children Act 1934 strengthened the powers of local authorities and they were
extended to apply to children up to nine years. The 1934 Act required that any
home taking a child for reward should be inspected and approved by the local
authority before a child was placed there. Under the act any ‘illegitimate’ child
placed with a family was deemed to have been placed for reward.
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prohibited advertisements relating to children at nurse (by would-be foster parents
or somebody seeking to place a child) unless it gave a name and address. The act
also gave the Minister for Local Government and Public Health authority to set
regulations and oversee the compliance of local authorities.

Children who were boarded out
11.11

Children who were placed in foster care by local authorities were described as
being ‘boarded out’. The boarding out of children by local authorities was initiated
under the nineteenth-century poor law (see Chapter 1). Initially under the poor law
regulations a boarding-out allowance was paid only for children who were under
five years. This was later extended to ten years, by which time it was assumed
that the child had become ‘so thoroughly affiliated and capable of making itself
useful’ that he/she would not be returned to the workhouse; in 1898 the age-limit
was extended to 15.5

After independence in 1922 payments continued until the

age of 15, or until a foster-child had left full-time schooling.

11.12

As part of the reform of the poor law system, the County Boards of Health
(Assistance) Order 1924, set out the responsibilities of Boards of Health/Public
Assistance with respect to boarded-out children. This did not involve any major
change to the previous arrangements. In summary, the order provided that:
 A board of health could not board or place out at nurse any child, other
than an orphan or deserted child, without the consent of the Minister.
 The limit of age up to which a child could be boarded out or placed out at
nurse was 15.
 The foster parent had to be of the same religion as the child.
 A child could not to be boarded out or placed at nurse in a house in which
there was not a woman of full age with experience in the management of
children.
 The boards were required to satisfy themselves as to the healthy situation
of the proposed home, the sleeping accommodation, the water, the food
and milk supply, and the convenience to a public school.
 The number of children who could be boarded out with one foster parent
could not exceed two, unless they were children of the same parents.
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 Boarding out was prohibited in homes in which children were boarded out
by persons other than the board of health; with persons who kept farm
animals in the dwelling-house or an accumulation of filth or manure in
dangerous proximity to the house; or with a person residing in a house or
premises licensed for the sale of intoxicating liquor by retail.
 Children could not be boarded out in towns or villages without the consent
of the minister.

11.13

The regulations provided that boarded out children would be inspected by officers
or committees of the board or officers of the minister. They also covered matters
such as monitoring the attendance of the children at school, and divine worship;
medical attendance in case of illness, and generally for their care and clothing.

11.14

As stated, these regulations were similar to those introduced by the Irish Local
Government Board - the prohibition on boarding out in cities and towns was
introduced in 1902.6

In 1947, inspector Miss Alice Litster claimed that the

regulations relating to boarded-out children were ‘practically identical’ to those that
were introduced in 1902.7 Responsibility for boarded-out children was placed with
assistance officers; they were also responsible for outdoor assistance, approving
admission to a county home, or a mother and baby home and other institutions
(see Chapter 1). The assistance officers were responsible for selecting foster
homes; placing children with a foster parent; carrying out monthly visits to inspect
the home and the child and pay for the child’s maintenance. If a child died they
were responsible for arranging the funeral. Foster parents were required to sign a
contract with the board of health.

11.15

The Public Assistance Act 1939 consolidated and updated laws relating to the
relief of the poor by local authorities but did not significantly change the rules about
boarding out of children (see Chapter 1). Section 27 stated that children remained
the responsibility of their parent(s); ‘illegitimate’ children remained the responsibility
of their mother.

Section 44 set out the circumstances under which a public

assistance authority would assume the rights of parents. These provisions only
applied to children, whose parent(s) were dead, or a child who was deserted by
her/his parent(s). If an ‘illegitimate’ child was deserted by his/her mother, she
could reclaim her child from the public assistance authority at any time. Sections
6
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44-46 provided that the vesting of parental rights in a public assistance authority
did not relieve a parent of the responsibility to maintain their child; section 48
stated that ‘A public assistance authority may provide…for the assistance in any
one of the following ways (whether in or outside their public assistance district) of a
legitimate child…or of an illegitimate child in respect of which the rights and powers
of its mother are vested in such authority, that is to say, by placing such child out at
nurse, or by boarding it out, or by sending it to a certified school, or where such
child is not less than fourteen years of age, by placing it out at service, or by
placing it in any suitable trade, calling or business’, and paying either an
apprenticeship fee or contributing towards their maintenance during their
apprenticeship.

11.16

Section 48 (4) provided that the minister could make regulations in relation to
placing by a public assistance authority of children out at nurse: fixing the minimum
and maximum ages at which they could be placed; prescribing the form of contract
with the person taking care of the child; providing for supervision and visiting on
behalf of the minister of these children and generally securing the welfare of
children placed at nurse and fixing the age - no less than 14 - at which children
might be apprenticed or placed in employment; fixing conditions under which they
could be placed; prescribing the form of contract; providing for supervision and
visiting on behalf of the minister or the local authority.

11.17

The Health Act 1953 gave greater latitude to local authorities to board out children.
Section 55 (3) provided that a health authority could, with the approval of the
minister, assist any person eligible for general assistance within the meaning of the
Public Assistance Act 1939 by doing, with the consent of such person and in
accordance with regulations, any of the following things in respect of any child for
whom such person was liable under the Public Assistance Act 1939, to maintain,
that is to say boarding the child out, or sending him to a school. The prohibition on
placing boarded-out children in cities and towns was removed, though it appears
that the local authority officers who were responsible for placing children in foster
homes were slow to look for foster homes in towns. In 1957 the Department of
Health sent local authorities a reminder of this change.8 The Boarding out of
Children Regulations 1954 required the foster parents and the health authority to
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sign a contract, and it imposed tighter regulations on the selection of foster parents
and inspection of foster children.

11.18

The 1906 Vice-Regal Inquiry into the Irish Poor Law, the Dáil Éireann Department
of Local Government, and the Commission on the Relief of the Sick and Destitute
Poor which reported in 1927, all expressed a belief that boarding out was the best
means of caring for children who could not be raised by their family, and they
encouraged local authorities to take children out of institutions and place them with
foster families.

There was some ambiguity in the early 1920s about whether

children of unmarried mothers qualified for boarding out. The pre-1922 poor law
regulations stipulated that only orphaned and abandoned children could be
boarded out by a local authority, so local authorities frequently sought the
permission of the Minister for Local Government and Public Health to board out
children of single mothers. However Alice Litster claimed that the reform of Irish
poor relief after independence abolished previous restrictions on outdoor relief so
boarding out was no longer restricted to orphans and deserted children.9 Before
1922 Irish poor law authorities had been slow to place children in foster homes.
Virginia Crossman noted that ‘Despite official acknowledgement of the benefits of
boarding out, the majority of poor law children in England and Ireland remained in
some form of institutional care. In Scotland the majority of children were boarded
out’.10 This reluctance persisted after independence.

11.19

A circular letter issued by the DLGPH to local authorities in 1924 stated that:
i) It is believed that the successful upbringing of the children would best be
achieved by having the children individually cared for in the families of the
respectable poor.

The requirements of home life supply the means of

cultivating natural affections, self-reliance and the perception of the duties
of every-day life which are invaluable towards the development of the
children into normally minded adults. In the home life under the boardingout system strong ties of affection spring up between the child and the
members of the family with whom it lives. Where the homes of foster
parents are suitable in rural localities the children are reared in healthy
surroundings and have opportunities of acquiring training and experience

9
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suitable to them in after life. It is not unfitting that they might for the most
part become absorbed in the agricultural industry.11

11.20

The annual reports of the department reiterated the benefits of boarding out:
 The care of children in foster homes is a much cheaper form of
maintenance than in institutions; but the advantages of boarding out do not
rest on its comparative cost alone although cost is an important
consideration…Suitable homes can always be found, there is no lack of
them.
 The best of all homes is a country home occupied by parents with children
of their own of more or less the same age as the foster child, but excellent
homes are also given by childless couples.

11.21

The reports noted cases where couples willed their home and land to a foster child.
They urged that children should be boarded out at an early age:
indeed the younger the age the better the prospects of success. For in this
way the child is more quickly absorbed into the family. It then becomes more
easy to regard its foster parents with filial regard, and becomes itself more
easily the object of parental love.
Children should always be boarded-out in country homes, and except for very
compelling reasons never in towns or large villages. Good food, good milk,
fresh air, are easily obtainable in country homes; temptation to evil-doing is
less strong, and a superior class of foster parents can be there obtained than
can generally be obtained in towns or large villages…The child brought up in
this system has the advantage of a home upbringing. The world is seen as it
really is, with its ups and downs, its joys and sorrows. The atmosphere of the
foster-home is the atmosphere of real life.12

11.22

Some foster homes lived up to this ideal, but many failed to do so, and the
argument that boarding out offered the best outcome for children who could not be
raised by their birth mothers was not uncontested. The Commission on the Relief
of the Sick and Destitute Poor heard testimony from a number of witnesses who
were highly critical of boarding out:
Speaking from an experience that extends over a long number of years, I can
say that with regard to the people who apply to take out these children in 99

11
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cases out of 100 they are of the very poorest. No one else applies to take out
children, and that being so the applications which these people make for
children to board out with them are rarely refused. They take out the children
who are not sent to school or properly fed. As regards the clothes supplied by
the Board of Guardians for these boarded out children, it is not an unusual
thing to see the clothes divided up amongst the members of the family of the
foster parents. The great complaint I have to make in the case of these
boarded out children is that they are not sent to school or to the catechism
classes.

They hardly get any religious instruction at all, and that to us

Catholics is most objectionable.13

11.23

Another witness, who was from Wicklow, claimed that ‘A man said to me one time
‘‘it is just as easy for me to keep that baby as to keep a little pig’’. He looked upon
the thing in a commercial light’.14 A member of Rathdown Board of Guardians
believed that orphanages offered much better prospects for training children.15
The manager of Artane industrial school, who was the secretary of the association
of industrial schools, was highly critical of boarding out,16 and the Bon Secours
Sisters who ran the Tuam home were insistent that Tuam children should not be
boarded out until the age of six or seven (See Chapter 15). Some members of
local authorities believed that placing children in an institution, under the care of a
religious order, provided a better future for them than boarding out. In the 1920s
Pelletstown kept some children up to the age of four; in later years many
Pelletstown children were transferred to St Philomena’s Home (see Chapter 13).
Some children remained in institutions because the mothers wished them to
remain where they could visit, and the mothers hoped to take their child home at
some future date.
Numbers involved in boarding out

11.24

The DLGPH, and later the Department of Health, maintained pressure on local
authorities to remove children from institutions such as county homes and
industrial schools and place them with foster families. In 1924/5 there were 1,907
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children boarded out; by 1936 this had risen modestly to 2,304.

Most of the

increase was concentrated in counties where few children were boarded out in the
1920s; for example the numbers in Galway increased from 45 to 151; Kerry from
44 to 128. The county statistics indicate that the commitment by a local authority
to promote boarding out was critical: how otherwise can the discrepancy between
151 children boarded out in Galway and 53 in nearby Mayo or 29 in Roscommon
be explained? Despite many complaints during the war years that payments to
foster parents were not keeping pace with inflation, the numbers remained stable,
though this was at a time when the number of ‘illegitimate’ births was rising. There
were 2,330 children boarded out in 1943, and 2,351 in 1945.17

11.25

It can be assumed that statistics for boarded-out children are accurate, because
these children were maintained by the local authority. The statistics for children at
nurse are much less reliable. A DLGPH memorandum in 1943 estimated that
2,300 children were boarded out by local authorities and an additional 2,500
children were placed at nurse by charitable agencies or by individuals. Not all of
these children were ‘illegitimate’; some were orphans or children whose mother
suffered from a long-term illness; some were foundlings. The registers kept by the
local authorities did not record the child’s status, but it would appear that the great
majority were the children of unmarried mothers.

A Department of Health

memorandum in 1954 noted that according to Miss Murray, an inspector of
boarded-out children, 75% were the children of women in county homes or special
homes (the term used by the department for mother and baby homes).18

11.26

Local authorities came under renewed pressure in the early 1950s to increase the
numbers of children boarded out.

This is evident in a 1950 letter to South

Tipperary county council from the Department of Health asking whether they had
secured more foster homes following recent advertisements, and querying their
practice of committing children to industrial schools. The council was asked to
supply ‘a precise and detailed statement’ regarding the procedures they used to
commit children, the grounds for committal, and who initiated it.

The letter

continued:
It appears to the Minister that in the minds of people who were not familiar
with the details of the legislation committal to a Certified School suggests an
17
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added stigma on children who are already socially handicapped and for that
reason committal proceedings are objectionable.

As regards the relative

merits of boarding-out and institutional accommodation, it is noted that the
County Manager has discussed the matter with ecclesiastical authorities and
that he has doubts as to the advantages of boarding-out, but, the reasons for
his doubts are not mentioned in your letter.

11.27

This letter cited article 20 of the Public Assistance (General Regulations) Order
1942,19 which stipulated that a public assistance authority could not send a child to
a certified school unless the authority was satisfied that the child could not be
suitably boarded out. It noted that ‘the responsibility of the PAA administering the
legislation does not, therefore, extend to deciding between the relative merits of
the different methods of assisting children deprived of a normal home life…it is
surprising that consideration of “saving the rates” in such a small measure should
influence a Public Assistance Authority to choose a course disadvantageous to the
children in its care’. The argument that placement in a certified school would save
money was ‘without foundation’ because from April 1948, the Department of Health
would meet the full cost of any increase in health spending over the 1947-48
figures until expenditure had doubled.20

11.28

This letter referred to the attitude of the ecclesiastical authorities.

In a

memorandum on foster care probably written around 1949, Miss Litster
commented on the attitudes of parish priests. She noted that many had ‘a keen
interest in boarded out children’ and some sought to secure children for their parish
to maintain the numbers on the school roll, though they only wanted children of
school-going age. A number of parish priests objected to foster children, believing
that they should all be sent to industrial schools. Miss Litster noted, ‘Generally
neither opposition nor assistance is encountered, simply apathy’. However she
believed that it was advisable to secure their co-operation in encouraging families
to accept boarded-out children.

Yet not all parish priests were opposed to

21

boarded-out children.
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11.29

Article 4 of the Boarding out of Children Regulations 195422 increased the pressure
on local authorities to board out children, as opposed to sending them to approved
schools. It provided that ‘A health authority shall not send a child to a school
approved by the Minister…unless such child cannot be suitably and adequately
assisted by being boarded out’, and it extended the age at which children could be
boarded out to 16 years. The department monitored the number of children in
county homes closely throughout the 1950s, and they repeatedly urged local
authorities to place children in foster homes. Despite these pressures to board out
children, and repeated strictures against dispatching children to industrial schools,
a number of local authorities continued to commit many children to industrial
schools without ministerial approval.

11.30

Offaly was regularly noted as having few boarded-out children. The number fell
from 40 in 1950, to 24 by 1955, by which time the department’s inspector believed
that ‘the scheme is threatened with collapse’. Only three children were boarded
out in 1954 and 1955. Despite repeated pleas from the inspector, Offaly failed to
advertise for foster parents, leaving it to the assistance officers to identify suitable
homes. Having failed to convince Offaly that boarding out was in the best interests
of the child, the department inspector suggested that they consider the financial
benefits of fostering: it cost substantially less than the cost of keeping a child in an
approved school.

Nevertheless Offaly persisted in keeping the children of

unmarried mothers in the county home for several years, and then transferring
them to industrial schools. Girls were generally sent to Lenaboy; boys went to St
Joseph’s, Salthill. The department reminded Offaly, in vain, that children should
only be sent to institutions when efforts to place them with a foster family had
failed.

Many of the children who were placed in foster homes in Offaly were

removed; the department’s inspectors interpreted this as evidence that foster
homes were not chosen with sufficient care.23 In 1965 there were 146 children
from Laois and Offaly in institutions, ‘the vast majority of whom appear to have
been sent automatically’; having spent their early years in the county home or a
mother and baby home, these children were then dispatched to industrial
schools.24

22
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11.31

Department of Health inspectors consistently criticised the policy of delaying the
boarding out of children from Tuam. In 1957 Alice Litster stated that ‘The trouble
with the Children’s Home is persistent.

The Sisters are not helpful in getting

children boarded out at an early age.

It is distressing to see a ‘crocodile’ of

children going to school from the Home.’

11.32

She recommended that the Galway health authority should require the Mother
Superior to notify them when a child reached the age of three; prospective foster
parents should be encouraged to visit Tuam ‘in order to select a child’.25

11.33

The number of children boarded out or at nurse declined during the 1950s, though
it is important to emphasise that the figures for children at nurse were incomplete.
Between 1948 and 1953, the numbers boarded out by the Dublin health authorities
fell by over 50%.26 The introduction of adoption had a major impact but the decline
started before adoption was introduced; it probably reflected the fall in the number
of ‘illegitimate’ births in the late 1940s. During the 1950s the charitable agencies
that had been prominent in placing children at nurse became adoption agencies,
and local authorities began to view adoption as the preferred outcome for
‘illegitimate’ children. Many of the early adoptions involved foster parents adopting
children who had been in their care for some years.

11.34

A mother had the right to refuse to have her child boarded out.

There are

documented cases of mothers leaving a county home with her child and then
applying, via the NSPCC, for his/her committal to an industrial school. Limerick
county council sent 41 children to industrial schools in the years 1953-59; all
children except one were committed as a result of an application by their parent.27
The local authority claimed to have identified suitable foster families for all of these
children; in all cases the mothers refused to have their children boarded out.28 It
seems that these mothers were unwilling to part with their child to another ‘home’
where the child might develop an attachment to another ‘mother’ or ‘family’; they
hoped to sustain more of a parental relationship if the child was in an institution. In
1960 several women, whose children were in the Wexford county home, refused to

25
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consent to them being boarded out; they wanted them to be sent to the Good
Shepherd Convent in New Ross, where mothers could visit.29

11.35

Mothers could reclaim a boarded out child at any time. In 1969 an inspector
described one mother of several ‘illegitimate’ children who were boarded out:
‘when a whim overtakes her, the mother turns up to the foster-home and demands
the children back’; she would take them to her cottage but abandon them shortly
afterwards. One of these unfortunate children was admitted to an industrial school
because of his mother’s erratic behaviour.30

In 1946 Alice Litster wrote a

memorandum on children boarded out by public assistance authorities. She stated
that foster parents who would willingly take an orphan would often refuse to care
for the child of an unmarried mother because of fears that the birth mother might
appear and cause trouble. Miss Litster reported that ‘one of the fears of a good
foster home is that the child’s parent may claim him, as often happens, when he
arrives at wage-earning capacity’.31

In 1933 a woman whose child had been

boarded out in North Tipperary informed the local authority that her daughter was
now 15 and ‘she intends putting her to business’.32 The papers of the inspector
Miss Clandillon record several instances where the birth mother or a member of
her family, who had had no contact with the children since infancy, contacted them
when they reached their fifteenth birthday and were in a position to become selfsupporting and perhaps help to support their mothers or relatives.

One

grandmother sought to claim a foster child, though her foster mother wished her to
continue at school.

A teenager who was reclaimed by his mother when he

reached working age ran away from his mother and her husband (who was not his
father). When the department’s inspector met him three years later, by which time
he was in his early twenties, she reported that he was working and living with his
mother and her husband, but was extremely unhappy there.

This practice of

reclaiming children when they reached working age was not unique to Ireland.
Payments to foster parents
11.36

The number of children boarded out within a county reflected the socio-economic
conditions and the attitude of the local authority. Children were commonly boarded
out in the homes of small farmers and rural labourers, so the number of

29
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households in those categories often determined the presence or absence of
foster children. Local authorities could encourage or discourage boarding out by
advertising for foster parents, or not doing so, and by the sums that they paid to
foster parents.

Each local authority set the rate, which had a bearing on the

number of foster homes. During World War II (the ‘Emergency’ years) payments to
foster parents failed to keep pace with the rising cost of living.

In 1943 the

department carried out a review of provisions for unmarried mothers and their
children.

The section headed ‘Boarded-Out’ reported that the inspectors for

boarded out children were emphatic that the allowances for maintenance and
clothing should be increased in light of the rising cost of living. The department
wanted all local authorities to pay 30s a month. Children should be boarded out as
young as possible ‘so that they may have the advantages of family life from their
earliest years’. They wanted an end to the practice of placing foster children in
homes of elderly people and other reforms. In 1947 Galway was the only county to
retain ‘the antiquated practice’ of paying less maintenance for children aged nine
years and older - which ‘appeared to invite foster families to make the children
earn their keep’ by working on a farm or in the home. This practice had been
widespread in the 1920s and 1930s; in 1933 Tipperary North Riding paid a weekly
maintenance rate of 7s for children aged two to four; 6s for children aged four to
ten; and 5s for children aged ten to 15.33 In 1947 the average payment per child
nationally was just under 7s, weekly payments to foster parents in Monaghan
ranged from 8s 6d to 11s, the highest payment was for infants; Galway paid 5s
weekly for children up to the age of ten, and 4s weekly for older children.34

11.37

Payments varied considerably between local authorities. In 1949, for example,
Limerick city paid foster parents 8s a week, which Miss Clandillon judged
insufficient to give the children an adequate diet. In contrast Co Limerick paid
foster parents 14s a week35 - and as most Limerick city children were boarded out
in the county, the discrepancy was significant.

11.38

Local authority minutes and managers’ orders indicate that many local authorities
tried to extract a contribution towards the cost of boarding out from the child’s
mother or the putative father, though there is no evidence as to their success in
doing so. The annual report of the DLGPH for 1934-35 indicated that the mother’s
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contribution towards the cost of foster care was estimated on the assumption that
she would retain £10 a year for her own needs, with the balance going towards
maintaining her child. These figures assumed that the mother was working in a
service position that provided her with food and lodgings. Some mothers were
detained in county homes for years, working without pay, in return for the local
authority paying the cost of their child’s foster care. In Meath and in Wexford, a
mother who had been working unpaid in the county home and whose child had
been boarded out, was forced to claim her child and maintain her/him if she
decided to leave the county home.36

11.39

Galway was among the most assiduous local authorities in trying to extract
payments to cover the cost of maintaining the children of unmarried mothers. In
1943 the county manager sought information from other local authorities as to their
practices. The North Tipperary county manager reported that unmarried mothers,
before leaving Sean Ross, had to provide suitable foster parents for their children
and that was usually done by the woman’s parents, a prospective employer or
some other interested party. He claimed that the mothers paid the foster parents
half the weekly cost of maintenance plus a full clothing allowance; the other half of
the cost of maintenance was paid by way of home assistance through the local
assistance officer. Only in exceptional cases, where the mother was incapable of
looking after herself and her child, was the child boarded out (by the local
authority), and in such cases the mother was usually provided with employment in
a convent or other institution under the control of religious sisters and a
contribution in proportion to her earnings was made direct to the local authority.
The South Cork Board of Public Assistance reported that in cases where an
unmarried mother contributed towards the cost of her child no agreement was
entered into and repayments by the mother were made through the Mother
Superior of Bessborough and credited to the board’s account. The board had no
means of checking the accounts; they accepted the word of the Mother Superior.
They claimed that all payments were voluntary.37 They noted that an unmarried
mother qualified for unemployment assistance amounting to 9s a week in rural
areas so long as her child lived with and was being maintained by her.

The

Galway county manager ordered that copies of the above letters should be sent to
Sister Hortense, the Mother Superior in the Tuam home, asking her to get mothers
in Tuam to identify foster parents. He suggested that Tuam should follow the Sean
36
37
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Ross model: the mothers would pay half the cost of maintenance and the full cost
of clothing their children, and the remainder would be paid by the public assistance
authority.

He gave instructions that the local unemployment officer should be

consulted in regard to the payment of 9s unemployment assistance to unmarried
mothers to enable them to contribute to maintaining their children.38

A later

communication from Westmeath county council to the Galway county manager
stated that unmarried mothers in rural areas did not qualify for unemployment
assistance during the summer - from the last Tuesday in June to the last
Wednesday in October (when they were expected to find work in agriculture), but
mothers could apply for unemployment assistance during the remainder of the
year, if they were available for work but could not find work. Unmarried mothers
living in urban areas could apply for unemployment assistance throughout the
year.39 This correspondence suggests that unmarried mothers were encouraged
to apply for unemployment assistance on the assumption that part of that money
(which came from central government) would be used to contribute towards the
cost of maintaining their child - reducing the cost to the local authority, however
few women were awarded unemployment assistance..

11.40

The requirement that children could not be boarded out in cities or towns, which
applied until 1953, meant that many Dublin city children were placed in other local
authority areas. The fact that Dublin retained the pre-1922 poor law unions of
Dublin, Rathdown, and Balrothery added to the complexity (see Chapter 1). In the
1940s Mrs McKean, a Commissioner appointed to oversee the Dublin Board of
Assistance, increased the number of Dublin children who were boarded out, as
opposed to being placed in an institution; many Dublin children were boarded out
in Donegal and Wicklow.40 In 1952 there were 248 boarded-out children under the
care of the Dublin Board of Assistance; but only 34 children were fostered in the
Dublin Public Assistance District; the remaining 214 were outside the area; many
were in the Balrothery and Rathdown Districts - to the north and south of the city.
Local authorities elsewhere complained about the competition that they faced from
Dublin in securing foster homes, so Dublin was forced to agree not to pay higher
rates than were paid by the county in question. But as the local assistance officers
received additional payments for inspecting Dublin children, whereas inspections

38
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of children placed by their local authority were part of their normal workload, it was
alleged that they preferred to place Dublin children in foster homes.41 By the late
1940s a succession of county managers - under pressure to increase the number
of children who were boarded out - claimed that the placement of Dublin children in
their area meant that they were unable to secure foster homes for children under
their care, and the department reluctantly conceded that if a county manager
objected, Dublin would cease to place children in that county. The chief executive
officer of the Dublin board of assistance pointed out that of 36 children recently
boarded out from Dublin, only five had mothers who were natives of Dublin. By
1951 11 counties were refusing to accept any children boarded out by the Dublin
authorities.42

11.41

By the 1950s children at nurse and boarded-out children were scattered across
many parts of Ireland, often in a seemingly random manner. For example in 1960,
of the 357 children who were boarded out by the Dublin board of assistance, 171
or approximately half, were in foster homes outside Dublin city and county; 20
were placed in Galway, 32 in Mayo and 23 in Roscommon. An additional 183
Dublin children were in industrial schools or other institutions.

11.42

Alice Litster claimed that there were advantages associated with placing foster
children away from their home area, because ‘Women are not anxious to take into
their homes children who may have undesirable relatives resident in the
neighbourhood or wandering about the county’; they were more willing to foster
‘children about whose history nothing is locally known’.43 However there were
major logistical problems associated with long-distance foster care. During the
1950s, Donegal households who were fostering Dublin children complained about
long delays in getting approval for specialist medical care or glasses, and
reimbursement for the cost of medicines.

A woman whose foster child had

tuberculosis was not given any additional money to cover extra expenses. There
were also serious shortcomings among the foster parents.

School attendance

among Dublin children boarded out in Donegal appears to have been extremely
irregular, and warnings and reprimands were generally ignored.

Miss Murray

noted that ‘The Board of Assistance is at a disadvantage in dealing with foster
parents so far removed from the home county, since the removal of a child is a
41
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matter of difficulty and inconvenience.

Foster parents are well aware of this

situation and take advantage’.44

11.43

Despite the firm messages issued by the Department of Health, the decision as to
whether children were boarded out, remained in a county home or were dispatched
to an industrial school were taken by local authority officials, and the practice
varied significantly between counties, as it did before independence. Some local
authorities placed children with foster families at an earlier age than others.
Wicklow placed children ‘at as early an age as homes can be found for them’;
whereas in Galway children were not boarded out until they were at least four to
six years old.45 The fact that Donegal had ‘no prejudice against young children’
was cited as one of the reasons why Dublin children were placed in Donegal. 46 By
contrast, in Kerry it proved ‘impossible’ to place children in foster homes under the
age of three or four years, and most prospective foster parents asked for children
who were five years or older. In Sligo applications for foster children generally
specified that ‘they should be of school-going age and capable of doing occasional
messages for the foster parents’.47

The Tuam children’s home insisted on

retaining children until the age of five and seven years, which meant that children
in Mayo and Galway were boarded out at a later age than elsewhere. In 1953 it
was reported that most foster parents in Mayo were only prepared to accept
children aged six years and older.48 There appears to have been little reflection on
the difficulties that children raised in an institutional setting faced in adjusting to life
with a foster family. Foster parents, irrespective of the county or the age at which
children were placed, received no support or advice about the difficulties involved
in parenting a foster child.

11.44

Children boarded out by local authorities could only be placed in a town or village
with the express permission of the minister. This provision ended with the Health
Act 1953. This requirement, which pre-dated independence, was not necessarily
misguided, because until the 1950s child mortality was significantly higher in cities
and towns and the practice of placing foster children in rural areas was not unique
to Ireland. In the nineteenth century ‘orphan trains’ carried thousands of children who were offspring of single mothers or poor families - from the American cities,
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placing them with foster families in the countryside. Children born to unmarried
mothers in Paris and other large French cities were placed with families in the
countryside - partly to redress the falling rural population. Given the low birth-rate
in France many of these children inherited farms or other properties of their foster
parents.49 There was no restriction on placing children at nurse in cities, and many
were placed in tenements or small cottages in central Dublin and Cork.
11.45

So there were two distinct but overlapping fostering systems in operation: one
organised by the local authority, the other organised by individuals or by charitable
bodies, and to some extent two discrete concentrations of children - most children
at nurse were placed in cities and larger towns (though there were some in the
countryside); boarded-out children almost exclusively in country areas.

Inspection
11.46

The regime for inspecting boarded-out children and children at nurse predated the
foundation of the Irish Free State. The Infant Life Protection Act 1897 required
each poor law authority to appoint infant life protection officers to inspect children
placed at nurse, and this requirement was restated in the Children Act 1908. The
1902 Local Government Board Ireland regulations provided for the appointment by
each poor law union of a ladies committee with responsibility for selecting and
inspecting foster homes and supervising the welfare of foster children boarded out
by the poor law authority. Miss Litster noted that ‘being frequently composed of
women belonging to the well-to-do classes’ these ladies often employed former
boarded-out children.50 Most of these local ladies committees disappeared after
1922, probably because the membership included many women from Anglo-Irish
landed families. In 1947 Miss Litster noted that the longest surviving committees
were in Wexford and Dublin South, but it would appear that they had disappeared
by 1947.51

11.47

In 1902 Mrs Dickie was appointed as the first woman inspector of boarded-out
children; she was joined some months later by Miss Fitzgerald-Kenney.52
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According to Miss Litster ‘the first result of the appointment of women inspectors
was a storm of protest against inspection of children and homes and especially
against inspection carried out at schools’.53 The system of inspection established
under the Irish Local Government Board continued after independence. The work
of these pioneering women, and their successors Mrs Crofts, Miss KennedyO’Byrne, the redoubtable Alice Litster, Fedelma Clandillon, Mary Murray and
Margaret Reidy should be acknowledged; their reports constitute the primary
source for this chapter.

11.48

In the 1920s the Dublin Union had an extremely active ladies committee that
inspected foster homes and made regular reports to the Board of Guardians (see
Chapter 13).

In the 1940s the DLGPH noted that inspection of Dublin foster

children had improved when Commissioners were appointed - probably because
one of the Commissioners, Mrs McKean, had extensive experience of working with
child welfare groups. Tipperary North considered appointing a ladies committee in
the 1930s but it is unclear whether it was ever established. A 1923 report to the
Laois Home and Hospitals committee suggests that inspections in that county were
conducted by a nurse; she explained that she had given a foster mother ‘every
opportunity for improving the place and on this visit I find it worse’. This child was
removed to the county home while a more suitable foster home was sought.54

11.49

The Children Act 1908 required all local authorities where there were children
placed at nurse to appoint infant life protection visitors. In 1947 Miss Litster stated
that Cork South (which included the city) had appointed a nurse as a dedicated
infant life protection visitor. In Wicklow and Louth the role was filled by public
health nurses (in addition to other duties); Wicklow had designated two nurses; in
Monaghan it was held by the senior assistance officer, ‘who happens to be a
woman’; Galway had delegated the function to the NSPCC officer. The remaining
local authorities gave the role to assistance officers. Miss Litster suggested,
diplomatically, that her objections to assistance officers inspecting foster children
was ‘not based on any assumption that they are all lazy, incompetent and not
interested in the welfare of the children’; they were ‘for the most part of the wrong
sex’. Most assistance officers were men; the small number of women tended to be
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widows of assistance officers. She also objected to the fact that this arrangement
meant that fostering was associated with public assistance.55

11.50

Many assistance officers regarded boarding out as a form of supplemental home
assistance. Fostering was viewed as meeting the needs of foster parents, rather
than the best interests of the child. Many local authorities adopted a careless,
even negligent attitude to their responsibilities to inspect children and foster
homes.

The department’s inspectors frequently criticised local authority

inspections and their general oversight of boarded-out children. A report on Clare
in 1953, which was broadly positive, noted that the assistance officers lacked the
capacity to report on children’s health or inspect girls’ clothing.56 The department’s
inspectors criticised the lack of record-keeping, inspections not carried out, reports
of late payments to foster parents, where the local assistance officer undoubtedly
had the money, but paid parents in arrears. The assistance officers were required
to pay monthly visits to foster homes - checking on the child, their school
attendance and health, while handing over the monthly fee to the foster parent,
and recording details of each visit in an inspection register, but these regulations
were widely flouted. There were reports from Galway in 1938 that assistance
officers were failing to carry out inspections; foster parents were paid in
dispensaries or depots, which meant that the home and the child were not
inspected. Some assistance officers left the money to be collected in a local shop,
or required the foster parents to call to their office - which might involve a round-trip
of ten miles; details of children’s health and school attendance were rarely
recorded. A 1946 report on Leitrim noted that
There is every reason to believe that the Assistance Officers’ visits of
inspection to the foster homes are extremely irregular. The condition of many
of the homes is ample proof that the foster parents do not anticipate visits of
inspection. The monthly maintenance allowance is rarely if ever paid in the
foster home, the foster parent collects it in the nearest town or calls to the
home of the Assistance Officers.57

11.51

The report of an inspection in Monaghan in 1949 commented that requiring foster
mothers to collect maintenance grants from the public assistance office ‘must
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militate against finding a good type of foster-parent, as women do not care to be
obliged to attend with recipients of public assistance’.58

11.52

Relations between local officials and the inspectors were occasionally fraught and
some local officials resented the fact that female inspectors could review and
comment on their work. In 1942, Mary Murray informed John Garvin, secretary of
the DLGPH, that she ‘had never had any help or co-operation’ from the county
secretary in Meath: ‘he invariably supported the SAO and AOs and always
opposed any reforms I wished to make’. Efforts to arrange a meeting with the
senior assistance officer before a planned visit were invariably thwarted, and the
senior assistance officer tended to be unavailable when she carried out an
inspection. This dispute continued for over a decade. In 1954 she was denied
access to the files of boarded out children; local officials demanded that she apply
to the county manager, providing an advance list of every detail that she might
want to check. They told her that ‘there was no reason why all the medical certs or
medical reports should be examined…No necessity to carry out a detailed
inspection of the records’. When files were eventually supplied to her a member of
the local authority staff kept her under observation to make sure that she only
examined the portion of the file that they had opened. The Department of Health
informed the county manager that the inspector was entitled to have full access to
all files.59 It would appear that they sent another inspector to Meath to carry out
later inspections. A 1957 department memorandum that was sent to Miss Litster
and Miss Murray stated that ‘It is considered necessary to bring to the attention of
inspectors the necessity of eliminating from their reports any statements regarding
local conditions or practices which cannot be substantiated if challenged by the
local authority concerned’. It noted that one recent inspection report had included
information given in confidence to the inspector; such information should not be
included in future.60

11.53

Tensions between the department’s inspectors and the local authority were not
confined to Meath. Louth also resented any outside advice or interference. In
1947 Mary Murray reported that there were only 18 children boarded out in the
county, compared with 27 at the time of her last inspection (no date is given and no
report survives of this inspection, but it was probably two years previously). Louth
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had only placed two children with foster families over the previous two years,
whereas they had sent a much larger number to industrial schools, or discharged
them with their mothers from the district hospitals. Local officials claimed that they
were unable to secure foster homes, but Miss Murray suggested that they had
made little effort to do so. They also ended boarding out before children reached
their fifteenth birthday (regulations stipulated that foster children remained under
local authority care until their sixteenth birthday or had completed their schooling).
They also failed to transfer children to vocational schools, hiring them out ‘at
absurdly low wages’, or leaving them with the foster family ‘as unpaid domestic
and agricultural workers’. Miss Murray’s report prompted a letter to the county
manager, which was signed by the parliamentary secretary (junior minister) Liam
Cosgrave, expressing his concern at her report and asking for a response. The
senior assistance officer in Louth dismissed the report as ‘in the same tone as
previous reports by this Inspector with its inaccuracies and destructive and, in
places, sarcastic comments, instead of being constructive and symbolical of that
co-operation which should exist between this inspector and the officials
concerned’. The county manager was less hostile, but he took refuge in the fact
that her report was ‘out of date’. The department replied that ‘The Minister takes
grave exception to the tone of the report’ from the senior assistance officer.61
However the department’s criticism appears to have had little impact.

Louth

continued to retain children in institutions - whether district hospitals or industrial
schools. By 1963 there were only ten children boarded out, four in the county, five
in Monaghan and one in Kerry; no child had been placed in the county since 1958.
Louth was planning to place three children in Cavan. In 1967 the department
complained that
the set up in Louth is very unsatisfactory and has shown no improvement over
the years; in fact it has deteriorated steadily. From the County Manager down
the officials are hostile to the scheme and no effort is made to co-operate with
the Dept. or to establish the scheme on a satisfactory basis. The CMO [chief
medical officer] knows little of the work, his staff are antagonistic or indifferent
and the Public Health nurses confine their interest to spasmodic visits to the
foster home.62

11.54

In 1951 the Department of Health asked local authorities to provide details of their
inspection practices.

61
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distinct from the county) reported that assistance officers provided monthly reports
on children who were boarded out and these reports were laid before the city
manager. The matron of the City Home and Hospital (a county home) - who was a
religious sister - paid surprise visits to foster homes and reported to the city
manager on the children and conditions in the homes. The inspector and public
health nurses provided monthly reports on children at nurse.

However the

Department of Health inspector provided a much more critical account of Limerick
city inspections.

She claimed that reports submitted by assistance officers

consisted of a printed sheet with entries such as ‘satisfactory’ and similar
comments. Inspections were not thorough. In one case where three boys had to
be removed from a home following allegations of cruelty, two successive matrons
of the City Hospital had reported favourably on this foster home, though they
acknowledged that it was overcrowded, because the foster mother’s daughter,
husband and two children had returned to live there.

11.55

The Limerick infant life protection visitor was also the senior assistance officer.
Miss Clandillon claimed that he had never kept a register and had to be shown
one; she was sceptical that he would perform his duties adequately. He informed
her that he had removed some names from his list of children at nurse, because
they had been ‘adopted’ by the families - i.e. payments for maintenance had
ceased. She had to explain that these informal ‘adoptions’ had no legal validity
and any children who had been kept for payment should remain on the register
until the age of nine, or until legally adopted. Miss Litster had given this official a
detailed explanation of the legislation - apparently to no effect.63

11.56

The reforms of health and welfare services in the late 1940s resulted in pressure
on local authorities for the appointment of designated, full-time children’s officers
with responsibility for boarded-out children; children placed at nurse, and hired-out
children. Miss Litster recommended the appointment of trained social workers to
this role. She recommended that they keep detailed case notes for each child,
including health, progress at school and their intellectual aptitude; they should
advise foster parents on the choice of future occupations for these foster children;
inspect possible places of employment and provide follow-up support after they left
foster care.
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unmarried mothers’.64 There is no indication that this proposal received serious
consideration and there were insufficient trained social workers in Ireland to fill
these jobs. The Limerick county medical officer of health designated public health
nurses to carry out these duties.65 The nurses inspected boarded-out and nursedout children, but the foster homes continued to be selected by the assistance
officers, probably without checking with the nurses, and the assistance officers
continued to handle payments to foster parents and clothing allowances. The
medical officer would not agree to the public health nurses providing written reports
of inspections, ‘his view being that their sole duty consists in satisfying themselves
to the physical welfare of the children’. 66

11.57

In 1950 Seamus Murphy of the Dublin Board of Assistance determined that
inspections of boarded-out children carried out on behalf of the Dublin Board
should be made by a dedicated children’s officer, who should be a woman. In
Carlow, Cavan, Meath and South Cork, public health nurses were responsible for
inspections. In Balrothery and Rathdown (both Dublin), and Wicklow, infant life
protection officers who were qualified nurses inspected all foster children. In the
remaining counties inspections continued to be conducted by the assistance
officers.67 The workload of public health nurses increased significantly with the
expansion of health services for mothers and infants under the Health Act 1953,
routine medical inspections of school children and immunisation programmes;
consequently public nurses had little time for inspecting foster children. In 1953
the Joint Committee of Women’s Societies and Social Workers submitted a report
to the Minister of Health in relation to boarded out children and children at nurse,
and this resulted in a meeting between a deputation from the Joint Committee and
officials in the Department of Health. The deputation pressed for the appointment
of dedicated children’s officers, who should be trained social scientists, and the
introduction of stronger regulations relating to the registration and inspection of
children in foster homes. Officials explained that it was the Department of Health’s
policy that inspections should be carried out by trained children’s officers, but as
the appointments were made by local authorities, ‘the most the Minister could do is
urge such an authority to make an appointment’.68
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11.58

The introduction of legal adoption meant that many unmarried mothers were faced
with deciding between adoption and foster care (few had the option of raising their
child) but there was a ‘lack of cohesion in child-care practices’; the department
believed that the appointment of full-time, qualified children’s officers to deal with
boarding out, private placement of children and adoption would improve the
position.69 Most local authorities continued to resist this proposal, pleading that
they were under pressure to keep rates bills under control - despite the fact that
under the Health Services (Financial Provisions) Act 1947 the additional cost in
health spending was borne by the Exchequer. Public health nurses objected to
proposals that the position of children’s officer would be open to candidates who
were not qualified nurses. Galway appointed a children’s officer in 1958, but a
department inspector noted that ‘the results of the appointment are disappointing,
and that it has in no way fulfilled its expectations’. Reports and records were
described as ‘generally unsatisfactory’; inspection reports showed ‘little if any
improvement on those carried out by the Assistance Officers’.70

Many local

authorities continued to divide responsibility for foster children between assistance
officers and public health nurses. In 1962 the Connacht Tribune reported that the
Galway county manager and county councillors had expressed disagreement with
the recommendation of the assistant county manager to a Dáil Éireann Select
Committee on the Health Services, that all counties should appoint a ‘suitably
qualified’ children’s officer.71 In 1960 Miss Clandillon suggested that Laois and
Offaly should appoint a joint children’s officer to take responsibility for the
approximately 60 boarded out children in the two counties; in 1965 she reported
that responsibility had been transferred to public health nurses, which ‘only
resulted in a worsening of the situation’. Wexford, by contrast had a very active
and effective children’s officer, who worked hard to identify suitable foster homes,
and to prevent children being sent to institutions.72 However in 1970 only six of the
17 children’s officers were social workers or social science graduates.73

11.59

Sections 55 and 56 of the Health Act 1953 required each local authority to keep an
up-to-date register of boarded-out children, including details of their date and place
of birth. The department urged all local authorities to have copies of every child’s
birth and baptismal certificates, which would be available to foster parents as
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required, under article 17 of the Boarding Out of Children Regulations.74 Many
children who were fostered at an early age came to be known by the surname of
their foster family and the department inspectors reported cases where a child was
not aware that he/she had been fostered.75 In 1958 Miss Clandillon expressed
concerns about one such boy in his early teens who was attending the local
vocational school; she feared that this would be a bad age to make this discovery.
This boy wished to join a religious order; she wondered whether they would accept
him.76 In another instance where the foster mother was keen to adopt a sevenyear-old girl who had lived with her for many years, Miss Clandillon urged the
woman to tell the child about her personal history - the girl’s mother’s surname had
been used at school. This foster family were finding it difficult to trace the birth
mother to secure her consent to the adoption but they eventually succeeded.
Local authorities appear to have been extremely lax about birth and baptismal
certificates. In 1963 Miss Clandillon complained about the difficulties getting birth
and baptismal certificates for children born in the Limerick county home.77

A

baptismal certificate was required when a child was being confirmed.

11.60

Documentation appears to have been even more cursory in the case of children
placed at nurse. One 13-year-old girl, who had been placed at nurse when she
was 12 days old, was known by the name of her foster family, ‘and has not been
informed that she is not a member of the family’. 78 In another case, a foundling
received the sacrament of confirmation, but it was then discovered that she had no
baptismal certificate, so she was given conditional baptism, and confirmed (again)
at a later date. Her foster mother reported that she was ‘very depressed and
upset’ as a consequence.79 One foster mother did not know the child’s mother’s
surname and she had no birth or baptismal certificate, so was unable to claim
children’s allowance.80 In 1959 Mary Murray reported that Galway foster children
had difficulties in obtaining their birth and baptismal certificates, ‘due to the
inadequate records kept by the Children’s Home, Tuam. Personal files, to serve
as case histories of the children, have only been opened during the past few years
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and many of them are incomplete’.81 Birth certificates were increasingly required
when young people were starting work, as evidence that they complied with
regulations about minimum age. Miss Murray reported a case in Donegal where a
boarded out child got a job in a local hotel and was asked to produce a birth
certificate for social insurance purposes. When he and his foster parents could not
produce one - they had not been given one by the local authority - he lost his job.

Foster homes
11.61

Most of the Commission’s knowledge of boarded-out children and children at nurse
comes from the reports of the departmental inspectors. Some of their comments
are impressionistic and reflect their personal opinion but they indicate that the
female inspectors were very concerned about the welfare of the children that they
inspected. They tried to speak to the children, apart from their foster family; they
often collected them at school and drove them home, using this as an opportunity
for private conversation. Their reports indicate that they generally accepted the
child’s account of their foster home and treatment at home and in school. By
comparison, a study of foster children in Sweden in the mid-twentieth century
suggests that social workers only spoke to children in the presence of the foster
parents.82 The inspection notes often recorded the children’s concerns. One boy
was told by another older foster child that he would be moved to another home.
Children boarded out in Longford in the mid-1950s ‘were obviously apprehensive
of being removed and sent to America’, and as a result were nervous and ill at
ease and ‘have lost the feeling of security which is so essential’. Foster parents
were also uneasy at this development’.83

Their fears were not unreasonable

because the Longford county manager had approved a number of American
adoptions. The inspectors spoke to the child’s teacher, and they noted cases
where the teacher was critical of the foster family or the children. A report on one
foster home stated that the ‘children seemed repressed and nervous in contrast
with other boarded out children in the area’.84 One foster mother was described as
‘a quarrel-some type and shouted at the child telling him she would send him
away. I had to tell her to stop frightening him’. A 1964 report of a foster home
stated that
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There appears to be no affection whatever for this boy in this home though he
has been there since September 1950. The foster-mother, her son-in law and
daughter said he would be of no use to them on the farm as he is very small
for his age and is rather frail - asthmatic…it is quite obvious these people are
only too anxious to part with […] as soon as possible. The boy has always
appeared to be nervous and unhappy in this home and he has certainly got no
encouragement here.
He was described as ‘backward’; the inspector suggested that he might be
admitted to the special school at Lota.85

11.62

Most foster parents were selected by assistance officers. In many instances the
decision was made primarily, even exclusively, with the needs/wishes of the foster
parent in mind.

Children were boarded out to foster mothers who had large

numbers of resident children; in such cases the purpose was presumably to
increase household income.

Women who fostered children placed by a local

authority were forbidden from taking children at nurse, but it was common to find
both groups in the same house - yet another attempt at maximising household
income.

A foster mother in Tipperary North who was reprimanded by the

assistance officer for doing this threatened to return the boarded-out children to the
county home. There are also reports of foster children (both categories) sharing a
private house (and occasionally a bedroom) with a lodger, who were another
source of income for hard-pressed households.86 In the 1950s Miss Clandillon
reported allegations that some Dublin families fostered children in order to qualify
for a local authority house;87 the number of children in a household was taken into
consideration in determining a family’s place on the housing list. Some children
were boarded out by the local authority with a close relative, commonly their
grandmother; it is unclear whether this happened from the 1920s; most of the
inspection reports referring to such arrangements date from the 1950s or 1960s.

11.63

One inspection report claimed that when two children had to be removed from their
foster homes - a girl whose foster mother had died and a boy whose foster parent
no longer wished to keep him - the assistance officer was reported to have brought
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both children around the neighbourhood in his car until he found new foster
homes. The girl was described as in tears throughout the journey.88

11.64

Foster mothers included single women, childless widows and elderly women, some
living alone, others living with their husband, or an unmarried brother(s). Miss
Fitzgerald-Kenney urged that ‘single women who say they want a child “for
company”’ should not be approved as foster mothers. She alleged that younger
single women tended to turn the foster children into ‘servants attending only upon
their personal wants’; childless couples were not accustomed to caring for younger
children. She described an inspection visit to one foster home, ‘which the fostermother (a childless woman) had locked up while she went to visit her sister,
residing a little distance away. The foster-child had been left behind tied into a bed
and had obviously spent its time crying. ‘Risks of the child injuring itself by going
too near the fire, or otherwise, had, of course, to be guarded against, and there
was no other course open to the woman. It is difficult however to estimate the
terror a child may feel in being thus left alone’.89 The inspectors repeatedly urged
that ‘Children should not be boarded-out in homes where the maintenance
allowance is a necessary addition to family budget. In these circumstances the
Boarding Out system becomes a form of Outdoor Relief, which naturally it was
never intended to be’. One foster mother in Kildare informed an inspector that she
intended to send her two foster children, boys aged five and ten, back to the
county home. ‘She appeared to have no affection for them whatsoever’.

She

already had had three others, one taken by family, two sent back to the county
home.90 The fact that a succession of foster children had been placed with this
woman suggests that council officials ignored her record of rejecting previous
foster children, and gave no consideration to the children’s welfare. One mother of
eight children - six living at home - kept two foster children, ‘because her
husband’s wages were low’. Miss Clandillon believed that children should not
have been placed with this family - the ‘motive for taking the children appears to be
purely financial’. However the boys remained in that home, and some years later
the family fostered a girl.

The inspector’s reports became progressively more

positive and the family adopted the girl.91 Income from a foster child was taken
into consideration in determining a widow’s pension (non-contributory); the
department inspector pointed out that this money was to be used to support the
88
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child(ren) ‘and was never intended as a source of profit to the foster parents’, so it
should not be viewed as a source of income for the foster mother.92

11.65

Foster children were commonly viewed as a source of unpaid labour. In 1931 an
inspection in North Tipperary noted that ‘Mrs C admitted that she did not take the
boy to foster but as help. This is in reality paying her his maintenance to have her
own work done, for which a servant boy should be paid’.

The inspector

recommended that this boy should be moved ‘to a genuine home with genuine
foster parents’ and no children should be placed with that foster mother in the
future. A 12-year-old girl in another labourer’s cottage, which was occupied by a
widow and her elderly brothers, was very poorly clad. She appeared ‘to be there
really as a help for general work with no home attention to her’. She was only in
third class at school.

The inspector suggested that her lack of progress was

because of her work duties. A 12-year-old boy boarded out nearby was ‘here for
work.

Going to the creamery and anything else that he can do.

Appears

hardworking and industrious but walks with a stoop such as children acquire from
carrying loads of heavy buckets’.93 A 14-year-old boy was described as extremely
unhappy in a foster home, where he was expected to do a man’s work unpaid. 94
Another family wanted to foster a child to help on the farm; they would not take a
child under nine years and would prefer a 12-year old.95 A Donegal foster mother
claimed that she got so little money for keeping a boy that her husband had a right
to keep him from school to work on the farm whenever he needed help.96

11.66

One report claimed that
the principles which appear to determine the selection of foster homes in Co
Mayo give cause for grave concern.

There appears to be a complete

misunderstanding of the aims of boarding out. The primary requirements of
the children for whom foster homes must be provided are affection and
stability. Both these vital requirements are frequently missing in Co Mayo.
Owing to faulty selection in the first instance many children have to be moved
with disastrous results…Owing to a high emigration rate there is a dearth of
domestic and agricultural workers in the country and, as a consequence,
92
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boarded-out children have come to be regarded as a substitute for the normal
labour supply. When an older child is available for boarding out - usually as a
result of removal [from another foster home] - there is a spate of applications
from middle class householders which require domestic or agricultural help.
Generally speaking this type of home does not extend to the child that
affection which is the first requirement for successful boarding-out. There is
no question of the child becoming a member of the family or of having that
feeling of belonging which is essential for normal development. I found that
children who had been placed in this type of home were under no illusion as
to the reasons for their being there.

11.67

One girl was boarded out in a hotel which had a ballroom and a bar, and it would
appear that her duty was to care for the children of the family; there did not appear
to be any domestic staff.
97

difficult’.

This foster mother was described as ‘truculent and

When a public health nurse attempted to inspect a house where a 14-

year-old boy was boarded out, the owner prevented her from examining the boy or
inspecting the house. The senior assistance officer refuted the nurse’s report, but
the county medical officer supported her account.

The county medical officer

claimed that ‘The boy appeared to be in fear and was evidently used to slave
labour’; he supported the nurse’s recommendation that he be removed from this
house. The local authority appealed to the department to determine whether the
boy should be removed, but the department demurred.98 In 1960 Galway county
council wrote to the department asking permission to remove a boy from a foster
home. They had received ‘numerous complaints’ about the boy’s treatment by his
foster mother. His school attendance was poor and the teacher and the local
priest confirmed ‘that it was common knowledge that […] was severely beaten’.
The priest had also received complaints from visitors who had stayed in this house
about the amount of housework that the boy was required to carry out. This house
was in the Gaeltacht and it became a ‘boarding house’ during the summer
months.99

11.68

Many foster children were placed with women who were in their sixties or even
seventies. The inspectors repeatedly reminded the local authorities that a foster
home was expected to be a permanent home for a child, and ‘anything that
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threatens this permanency should be seriously regarded as impairing the suitability
of a foster home’. For that reason children should not be placed with elderly foster
mothers, because that generally meant that a foster child would have to be
removed to another home; ‘in the normal course of events the woman will either
die or become incapable through old age or infirmity.100 There are many instances
where children had to be removed from foster homes following the death of the
foster mother, or when the elderly foster mother showed ‘signs of mental
deterioration’.101 An inspection carried out in Mayo in 1946 stated that ‘practically
all the children boarded out during the past few years have been placed with
elderly foster parents - at least two of these were over 70’.102 In the early 1960s
the foster father in one Clare home was 82.103 An 80-year-old Limerick foster
mother was responsible for at least two school-going boys. Two girls, boarded out
in Monaghan in the 1950s, lived in a home where the man was over 80 and the
foster mother ‘admits to being 65 but looks older’.104 In 1963 Mary Murray reported
on a ten-year-old girl whose foster mother, a widow with no cohabiting relatives,
‘appeared to be in her sixties…a thin and feeble person physically with a decided
tremor in her limbs’. Miss Murray believed that this woman was unable to carry out
normal housework. The house was extremely clean, but the foster child had an
appalling school attendance record. The inspector had commented unfavourably
on this foster mother in 1948 - she was described then as ‘incapacitated’, and a
child was removed as a result, but this particular girl was placed with her in 1954.
This was not a unique case. Another child in Mayo was fostered by a woman who
was paralysed from the waist down and in a wheelchair. When this home was
inspected the entire family (other than the foster mother) was working in England,
as migrant workers, and the foster child aged seven or eight was alone in the
house to care for her.105 Miss Murray noted that
Mayo is an exceptional county in respect of local intrigue connected with the
boarded-out children. The general attitude seems to be to regard the advent
of a boarded-out child rather from the foster parent’s point of view than from
the point of view of the welfare of the child, in other words people are anxious
to see boarded-out children coming to a home from the point of view that the
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child’s advent will mean some help for the foster parents in the physical sense
and some money also.106

11.69

There were huge variations in the relationship between foster mothers and foster
children. One report noted ‘Bed not too clean’ but the foster mother’s two sons
were ‘very fond of the boy’. The inspector met him on the road, and noted that ‘he
seemed to be very intelligent and well cared for’.107 There are several instances
where a foster mother died, and other family members continued fostering the
child, obviously regarding her/him as part of the family. The 1950s was a decade
of high emigration, and a number of foster families, who were emigrating to
England, arranged for their foster child to accompany them, and a family who
moved from Donegal to Tyrone continued to receive maintenance payments for a
foster child.108 Some families fostered a succession of children successfully for
two or more decades. By 1952 one Kilkenny couple had cared for three boys, now
adults, and were fostering a fourth; they also took a child from an industrial school
for the holidays. The inspectors’ description was very positive. Another Kilkenny
woman, whose teenage foster daughter gave birth in Sean Ross (she was working
and living away from her foster home when she became pregnant), was willing to
take her and her child into her home.109 When a foster child was no longer under
the care of the local authority, it was expected that he/she would retain links with
the foster family. In 1935 the DLGPH wrote to Clare board of health about a 15year-old boarded out child, whose foster mother had declined to ‘adopt’ him. The
letter emphasised that it was undesirable to place children with foster parents who
would be either unable or unwilling to ‘adopt’ the child when he/she was 15.110

11.70

A series of reports in the late 1940s from a Munster county, chosen at random,
record ‘two children - well cared for; an older girl, previously fostered there but now
working some distance away was home on holidays at the expense of the foster
mother and apparently considers this her permanent home, while a girl of 21 years,
another foster child still lives there and works in a local factory’. However reports
from the same area in the mid-1950s described a 15-month-old child ‘found sitting
on a stone flour with a sack under him; his only clothes a thin vest which half
covered him’. He was ‘thin and white’, his feet were ‘blue with cold’. The home
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was ‘poverty-stricken’, the foster mother was ‘well-intentioned but hardly able to
cope with four foster children’. Another home had three children at nurse who
were described as ‘well cared for quite at home’ with the foster mother’s three
children. The accommodation was adequate; the children had pet rabbits.111

11.71

Some individuals believed that they had a right to a boarded out child. In the late
1950s one Mayo councillor complained about the ‘gross abuse of the Boarded Out Children scheme in the mountainy parts of the county’. A ‘brother and sister
living in a mountainy area wanted a boarded out child’ but they were refused one
by the assistance officer. This councillor contacted senior officials ‘to prove the
rights of my case, that this brother and sister were entitled to a boarded out
child’.112 A Donegal woman wrote to the Taoiseach, Eamon de Valera, in 1947
asking his assistance in getting a boarded out child from the county home. She
already had two foster children, though one child was no longer being supported
by the local authority and it refused to grant her a third child.113

There is no

indication that either of these appeals was successful.

11.72

Although the Health Act 1953 provided that a foster child should not automatically
be removed from a home if there was no resident woman, many local authorities
promptly sent a child in such circumstances to the county home or industrial
school. There were many instances where the harmony of the foster home, and
the relationship between foster mother and child was disrupted when an adult son
or daughter moved back into the family home, often with a spouse and children.
When fostering arrangements broke down the children were placed in the county
home before being sent to an industrial school or another foster home. In 1951
Miss Clandillon reported that in the Cork South area, which included the city, ‘at
least 14 boarded-out children have been removed from their foster homes and sent
to industrial schools’, over the past 12-18 months.
There is no doubt that the changing of children from one home to another has
a very bad effect on their mental and physical well-being and it is not
surprising to find adverse comments on their behaviour in some of these
cases…If more care were taken at the outset to place the children with
suitable foster parents these drastic removals need not occur.
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11.73

She complained that no time was spent trying to find alternative foster homes for
these 14 children; they were sent to industrial schools on the recommendation of
the matron of the county home, who was a religious sister, some having spent only
one night in the county home.114

The inspectors pressed local authorities to

identify homes that could provide emergency accommodation for foster children
who had to be moved.
Living conditions
11.74

The descriptions and standards of foster homes reflect the living standards in a
particular county; the worst conditions were undoubtedly found in poorer counties.
Many of the reports by the department’s inspectors were very positive about the
standards in foster homes. In the early 1940s, the inspector who was responsible
for the southern half of Ireland reported ‘a very high standard of cleanliness,
tidiness and comfort in the foster homes’; ‘the children were healthy and well
cared’. All the foster homes in Wexford were ‘very satisfactory and the boardedout children well cared and well nourished’.

Some homes were described as

‘excellent’. In Carlow the children ‘appear healthy and well cared’; the board of
health ‘exercises great care in the selection of foster homes.

The manner of

inspection is regular and thorough and the medical care of the children excellent’.
‘On the whole’, the homes in Clare were ‘comfortable and good and the
children…well-nourished and happy’.115

11.75

Until the 1950s boarded out children were placed in rural homes that would have
lacked running water, indoor sanitation, and perhaps electricity, but most rural
families lived in similar conditions. Many were fostered in homes with inadequate
and inappropriate sleeping accommodation, and they were poorly clothed, despite
the fact that each child received a twice-yearly clothing allowance, and from 1944
they qualified for a separate footwear allowance that applied to other welfare
recipients. The value of the clothing allowance varied between counties and some
allowances were manifestly inadequate.

In assessing living conditions the

inspectors applied their concept of acceptable standards. However many Irish
children, who were living with their families, were in overcrowded insanitary homes,
went barefoot to school, or in wellington boots. Very few children of rural labourers
and small farmers would have had sandals or dedicated summer clothes; their
clothing was often scanty and hand-me-down. When reading descriptions of the
114
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living conditions of boarded-out children, it is important to remember that there are
no similar reports for the children of rural labourers and small farmers. There were
many children living with their parents in squalid and overcrowded homes.

In

1933, Miss Fitzgerald-Kenney recommended that boys boarded out should have
two pairs of boots or shoes; two suits of clothes; three pairs of socks, one pair of
braces, a new overcoat every third year, two caps, three collars, one gansey, one
comb and a prayer book. For girls she recommended two pairs of boots or shoes,
two dresses, three pairs of stockings, one serge over-petticoat; one dark bloomers,
two pairs of knickers, two flannel petticoats, three shifts, four pinafores, one heavy
outdoor coat, jacket or shawl, and one prayer book.116 Few children living with
their parents in 1930s Ireland would have had a comparable wardrobe. She also
reported that several children suffered from tooth decay and should be taught how
to brush their teeth; at this time it is probable that many Irish children never
brushed their teeth. Some officials were conscious of the danger of imposing
standards for boarded-out children that did not apply to the children living in the
neighbourhood, who attended the same schools.

In 1943 a departmental

memorandum commented that
an effort is made to hold an even balance between the very proper zeal of the
inspectors for a better administration of the system and the knowledge which
the Department’s Officers have as to the standards of life actually prevailing in
the ordinary households of the areas concerned. It is difficult to suggest that
homes should not be selected at a distance from schools or to be over critical
in the matter of footwear, etc. if there is reason to believe that the children of
ordinary households in the district incur hardship on account of the distance
from the schools or through lack of proper footwear.

11.76

It noted that ‘nearly all the reports indicate that generally the children are found in a
satisfactory condition and the foster homes clean and comfortable’.117 However
this final sentence was unduly positive. It certainly did not apply to two boys who
were being fostered in Co Monaghan during these years. The smaller boy, who
was aged three, could not walk properly. ‘He was dressed in a cotton overall,
many sizes too big and two woollen jerseys.

He wore no vest and no other

clothing was produced for him’. A six-year-old boy was dressed in ‘a torn short
and a worn pair of trousers.

No other clothing was produced for him’.

The

younger boy slept in a box, ‘a large one containing a layer of straw and obviously
116
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used for nesting fowl’. The foster mother was described as ‘definitely obstructive
and obstinately refused any information’.118

11.77

Although the clothing worn by these Monaghan children was exceptionally bad, a
report by the department’s inspectors for the year 1944/45 described the clothing
for boarded out children in general as ‘far from satisfactory’. Clothing allowances
were paid twice a year. The clothing allowances paid by local authorities had
failed to compensate for war-time price increases, and many boarded-out children
‘have been very badly clad since the outbreak of the war’ - particularly children
boarded out in Longford and Westmeath.119 Foster parents in Mayo and Galway
complained that children boarded out from Tuam arrived with scanty clothing, and
they had to wait until the next six-monthly clothing allowance from the local
authority before they could buy additional clothes. They also complained about
delays in payment by the assistance officers.120 Similar complaints were made
about children boarded out from county homes, and from Castlepollard.

11.78

Clothing allowances were sometimes given in the form of vouchers to be
exchanged in a particular shop. In many instances the senior assistance officer
arranged that all clothing had to be bought in a particular shop, using his authority
as a form of patronage. Some local authorities determined what clothing was
needed, and then bought in bulk. This often meant that children had a long wait
for clothing. One female assistance officer in Donegal insisted on clothing being
bought in one shop. She accompanied the foster parents and chose the clothing
so that all the foster children were dressed identically - foster parents (and
presumably the children) resented her actions.121

11.79

This was not the only instance where an assistance officer insisted that all
boarded-out children should have identical clothing. In Limerick city, foster parents
contacted the matron of the City Home and Hospital detailing the clothes that they
required, and she sent them clothes, but they were often the wrong size, and Miss
Clandillon was concerned that dressing the foster children in clothes that originated
in the City Home and Hospital emphasised their links with this local authority
home. In 1951 the city manager agreed to give foster parents clothing vouchers,
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but these could only be exchanged in one department store.122 There were reports
of staff in drapery stores being extremely rude to boarded out children who came
for new clothing. In many cases the foster parent received cash to buy clothes for
the child. In 1946 one inspector reported that the change to cash payments,
together with an increased allowance, had been beneficial and most of the foster
children were better clad than in the past.

‘In the case of girls, however,

underwear was scanty and generally in need of repair. Footwear was also much
worn’. In Meath shops had to tender to supply clothing to boarded out children; all
the clothing had to be of Irish manufacture, and the foster parents were given
vouchers that they used to get clothing in a designated shop.123 Foster parents
had to produce itemised receipts for purchases, but some local officials were lax in
checking these, and foster parents often used some of the money to buy clothing
for themselves or their families.

One foster mother in Offaly in 1945 allowed

herself 25s because she had made some small garments for her five-year-old
foster child; others bought material but it was unclear whether that would be used
to make clothes for the foster children.124

An inspector who visited children

fostered by Limerick county council in 1944 - i.e. during the Emergency when
clothing was scarce - criticised the fact that two children boarded out in one house
did not have a warm overcoat. The receipts for clothing vouchers showed that the
foster mother had bought knitting wool - but it was unclear whether this had been
used for the children.

11.80

Instances where a foster parent used the money to buy clothing for herself or her
family were all too common. An inspection in Offaly in the early 1950s described
how the foster mother had received £13 the previous month to buy clothing for
three foster children but the clothes shown would not have cost half that sum, and
the children were dressed in worn-out garments. Some foster parents bought the
clothes, but did not let the children wear them - one Offaly foster mother was
reported as ‘inclined to hoard clothing, particularly undergarments, for inspection
purposes while the child is clad in worn out garments’. This was not a unique case
and it suggests that foster mothers probably feared visits by a department
inspector.

Another foster mother was described as ‘addicted to hoarding the

children’s clothes and had bought suits which were much too large and could not
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be worn for a considerable time’.125 In 1949 the clothes of one girl, who was
fostered by a single woman in Meath were described as ‘scanty and well-worn’
despite the fact that this woman ‘appeared to be in more comfortable
circumstances than the majority of foster parents’.

126

In another case it was

evident that the clothing produced for inspection, a hat and two dresses, had not
been bought for the foster child.127 In 1957 one foster child in Galway had no
clothing other than what she was wearing. Inspectors frequently reported that
children had very inadequate underwear and no night clothes. In 1960 one foster
mother was given a delicate reminder that she should buy night clothes with the
next clothing allowance.128 These are only a tiny sample of cases; misuse of
clothing allowances was widespread.

11.81

An inspection in Offaly in March 1951 prompted several complaints about foster
children who were barefoot going to school or around the home. Although the
children were eligible for free footwear under a public assistance scheme, many
foster children were not receiving this. But lack of footwear, inadequate or nonexistent underwear would not have been unique to foster children. In 1953 the
Department of Health approved the payment of additional clothing allowances by
the Dublin board of assistance to cover the cost of First Communion and
Confirmation outfits, but they stipulated that this should be a fixed sum per child,
not reimbursing foster parents for the cost of an outfit129 - beginning a practice that
survived into the twenty-first century.

11.82

The Commission has found almost no information about food, other than
occasional reports that children were under-weight and seemed malnourished, and
the all-too-frequent reports of boarded out children bringing dry bread to school as
their lunch. One Cork girl brought home most of the free milk that she was given at
school - an indication that she did not get milk at home, or she was instructed to
bring it home for household use.
Sleeping arrangements

11.83

Sleeping arrangements were a common cause for concern in inspection reports.
Children tended to be placed in poorer households, which often had only one or
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two bedrooms and few beds.
existent.
130

1940s.

Bedclothes were inadequate, sometimes non-

Reports of homes with no bed clothes were quite common in the
There is no reason to assume that a lack of bed clothes or many people

sharing a bed were unique to boarded out children - such circumstances were all
too common in poorer Irish homes, both rural and urban at that time, but some
sleeping arrangements raise serious concerns about child protection.

The

Department of Health was critical of boys and girls, who were not from the same
family, being boarded out in a house together. Given that many foster children
were placed in small cottages with only two bedrooms, these concerns were valid.
The regulation about children of different sexes who were not siblings was relaxed
in the 1950s. In 1960 Miss Clandillon noted that one foster mother, who was keen
to foster another, older girl, who could bring her existing foster children to and from
school ‘would find it difficult to provide adequate bedclothes’.131

11.84

On many occasions the inspectors were shown the best bedroom in the house,
and they were convinced that this was not the foster child’s bedroom, though it was
impossible to challenge this. One inspector reported that a 13-year-old nurse child
shared a double bed with one of the foster mother’s daughters and the bed was in
the same room with the foster mother - she described the arrangement as
‘unsuitable’. One Offaly foster mother in 1945/6 reported that the boy she had
fostered slept in a particular bedroom, but the child, when questioned, told the
inspector that he shared a settle bed in the kitchen with the workman. Another
child was fostered in a labourer’s cottage, home to three adults and six children;
the entire household slept in two double beds and one single bed.132 In 1957 one
boarded-out child in Wexford was sleeping in an outhouse used to store
potatoes.133 In 1949 one nurse child in Limerick slept in a cot lined with straw. In
1957 a ten-year-old girl in Co Galway slept in what was described as a ‘fixture’ at
the end of her foster mother’s bed - instead of a mattress this ‘fixture’ used a seat
from a pony trap. There are numerous instances where young children slept in the
same bed as the foster mother - often because the home lacked a cot(s) or bed(s)
and bedding. In 1960 two foster children (boys) in Co Limerick were sleeping in a
very damp caravan beside the house; they were removed to the Limerick City
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Home.134 Miss Clandillon reported cases of nurse children in Dublin in 1941 who
were sharing a bedroom and perhaps a bed with a lodger.135
Health
11.85

By the 1950s the inspectors were paying increased attention to children’s health identifying children who were short-sighted, with a squint, skin infections, tooth
decay, orthopaedic complaints and other treatable conditions, and demanding that
these be addressed. Some foster children had more serious medical problems.
The local officials appear to have been lax in documenting foster children’s health.
There were frequent complaints from foster parents who were unable to secure the
approval of the local health authority for a child needing specialist treatment to
travel to Dublin; many foster parents complained that they had not been
reimbursed for the cost of medicines, or trips to hospital. The department was
highly critical of a case where the assistance officer had failed to inform the health
authorities in Galway that a foster child suffered severe epileptic seizures.136 In
1952 Miss Litster commented on an inspection report on children boarded out in
Meath which noted that a number of children needed some minor medical
treatments: ‘There is little use in having a nurse trained in PH work if she does not
take action when children obviously require care’.137 During the 1950s inspectors
often commented on children who appeared to have intellectual disabilities and a
growing number of children were referred to child assessment clinics.

Conflict
11.86

There were repeated disagreements between local officials and the department’s
inspectors over the suitability of foster homes. In 1946 Miss Murray reported a
labourer’s cottage in Leitrim consisting of two rooms and a kitchen that was home
to nine people including the foster child (who was a nephew of the foster mother).
She only managed to see one room, ‘where the bed consisted of a bundle of straw
covered with a few old coats. There were no blankets or bed clothes of any kind.
The child was verminous’. She noted that the assistance officer ‘reports each
month that this house is satisfactory, child clean, bedding clean and sufficient etc.
If this case is taken as a criterion’, she concluded that ‘his reports are not of much
value’. The assistance officer countered with a description of ‘the bed in which the
child slept…a bed that was clean and as good as is to be found in the ordinary
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country house’. The other room contained, he claimed, ‘a large settle bed in which
a bunch of children could be put without danger of falling out. The coverings were
laid on the beds. They were dark in colour like army blankets. They were not new
neither were they old nor torn’.138 When Miss Murray tried to inspect this home on
her next visit, all appeared to be in order, but she was aware that the foster mother
had been given advance notice of an inspection.

11.87

Some of the worst conditions were in Mayo. In 1944 one boy ‘had no clothes
except what he was wearing’; two girls were described as ‘dirty and verminous’. In
the case of another boy, the inspector commented that
This is a home in which a child should never have been boarded-out, and has
been commented on in all my reports. Though the foster mother appears to
be kind to the boy she is evidently in rather poor circumstances and has
several young children. The child was not clean in person or in dress, and his
school lunch consisted of dry bread.139

11.88

Conditions in some Donegal homes were equally bad.

In 1950 Miss Murray

reported on a home where there were two girls aged seven and nine; the foster
mother, a middle-aged single woman was
of a highly nervous and irritable temperament. The foster mother’s attitude
was hostile from the start. She refused to allow me to inspect the children’s
bedroom and only yielded when I insisted that I must see where the children
slept. The bed was filthy. She stated that she had her own room, but the
children told me that they slept in the same bed as their foster mother. When
I examined their clothes I found that they had insufficient underwear and that
one child had no change of undergarments. I had been informed that the
children frequently got dry bread and when I questioned them on this point
they replied that they ‘used to get dry bread but now they got butter’. I had
also been told that the foster mother was very severe with them, but I did not
mention this, or any other form of ‘cruelty’ as I was afraid she might retaliate
by beating the children again. They appeared to be cowed and afraid and I
found it very difficult to get any information from them. That was in sharp
contrast to the friendly carefree attitude of the other boarded-out children in
the district.
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11.89

She noted that ‘there appeared to be no affection between her and the children’
and recommended that they be removed to another home. This foster mother sent
a solicitor’s letter to the Dublin board of assistance, which had placed the children
with her, demanding that Miss Murray be severely reprimanded for her report, and
denying its truth.140 By the late 1950s however the quality of foster homes was
improving, and there are many references to the family moving into a new house,
close to their former home, or references to houses being repaired or extended.

11.90

There are few references to corporal punishment, yet it must be assumed that
many foster children, perhaps the majority, were beaten - how violently cannot be
established.

The paucity of references is partly a reflection of the fact that

evidence of beatings would not have been readily apparent during the course of a
visit by an inspector, plus the fact that corporal punishment was common in most
Irish households at this time. In 1952 an inspector reported that she ‘heard child
crying as I came up to the cottage. Foster mother beating her over her knee’. The
four-year old was being punished for having a ‘tiny cut’ on her finger.

She

informed the foster mother that the child would be removed; the foster mother
‘asked for a chance because she needed the money’. The assistance officer and
local public health nurse wanted to leave the child with this foster mother but the
inspector insisted that she be removed. She noted that an older boy ran away
from this home to his grandfather because he was badly treated.141 In 1955 a
teenage girl refused to return from school to her foster home, and asked to stay in
the convent attached to her school; she alleged that her foster mother had
chastised her. The inspector noted that she wished to enter the convent.142

11.91

In 1947 an inspector reported that a young man had been convicted two years
earlier and sent to prison for a criminal assault on a girl who was boarded out in
Donegal, but the assistance officer, recorded only a ‘bald statement’ to that effect
and did not carry out any further inquiries.143 When a Cork foster child was seen
with a black eye, and the foster parent and child gave contradictory statements, he
was removed to the county home.144 In 1960 Miss Clandillon threatened to report
another teacher who struck a boarded-out child on the face, causing severe
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bleeding.145

In the early 1960s an inspector recommended that a child being

fostered in Kilkenny should be moved because she was being beaten.146 One
foster child in Cork was so unhappy that she went to the local convent and asked
them to take her in.

She was wearing a dress given to her by a neighbour.

Arrangements were made to move her to another foster home and plans were put
in place for her to attend secondary school.147 She was not the only child who ran
away from a foster home.
Foster children: the teenage years
11.92

When foster children reached the age of 15 or 16 it was expected that they would
be ‘adopted’ by their foster parent; alternatively they might be hired out by a local
authority as farm labourers or general servants. In the 1920s and 1930s it was not
uncommon for poorer families to place their children at hire with farmers, but the
practice appears to have died out in the 1940s though the evidence is scant. The
number of boarded out children who were hired out by local authorities peaked
during the Emergency, when there was a strong demand for agricultural workers to
assist with compulsory tillage and wartime turf cutting and harvesting. In 1936, 89
children who had been boarded out and remained under the care of the local
authority were hired out. In 1945 there were 105 children hired out in the northern
half of the country; the greatest number, 44, were in Galway; the only other
counties in double figures were Donegal with 11, and Mayo with ten. In 1946 Mary
Murray recommended that the hiring out by local authorities of boarded-out
children should cease, but it continued.148 Some children were hired out before
their fifteenth birthday, which was contrary to the law.149 In the 1930s an inspector
suggested that children should not be hired out in places distant from their foster
parents: ‘The ties that bind to the former foster-home are weakened and grave
moral risks may be incurred in that way’. 150 Children were advertised for hire in
local newspapers. When a foster child was about to reach ‘hiring out age’, the
Galway county manager directed that an ‘advertisement be issued for an employer’
if the foster parent was not willing to employ her.151 An inspection in Co Meath in
the 1940s claimed that there was a misunderstanding about the objectives behind
the hiring out scheme. It was designed
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for the sole benefit of the children, and aims at preventing their exploitation,
by ensuring that they are adequately remunerated for their work. It is not the
intention of the Department that children should be removed against their will
from their foster homes or separated from foster-parents to whom they are
attached. On the contrary, every effort should be made to enable the children
to remain in or near their foster-homes by procuring work for them in the
neighbourhood or at a convenient distance.

11.93

The inspector reported that ‘Distressing scenes were witnessed during the past
year when a girl of 16 was removed against her will from her foster-home to be
hired out at a distance’. Hiring-out contracts only lasted for one year, and they
should only be renewed ‘if the child is satisfied’ and was receiving a fair wage. 152
Some employers regarded the hiring of formerly boarded out children as a means
of paying less than the going rate. During the Emergency, Galway approved the
hiring out of children at rates as low as £4 a year; the inspector described this sum
as ‘miserably inadequate’ and only justifiable if they received a substantial increase
in the second year, or if that low rate meant that they continued to live in their
foster home. The normal starting wage at this time was £6. Although agricultural
wages rose during the Emergency, most hired-out children remained at their
starting rate.153

In 1946 one inspector recommended that hiring out by local

authorities should be discontinued because it was being abused.

In 1949 the

department was not satisfied that placing Meath foster children in service was in
their best interests. Their wages remained lower than the general rate, and these
former foster children were not aware that they were free to leave their employer
when they were 16. An inspector reported that a 19-year-old boy thought he was
still under local authority control. He did not know what wage he was paid.154

11.94

The regulations stated that the hired-out child should be kept and clothed by
her/his employer and their wages should be deposited in a post office savings
account in their name. These rules were occasionally ignored. In 1946 seven
boys and girls were hired out in Offaly; their annual pay was £9 for the first year;
£11 for a second year, and £13 for a third year. Although their wages were lodged
regularly in a savings account, these accounts were in the joint names of the
employer and the teenager, which was ‘contrary to the practices in other counties’.
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The inspector advised that a hired-out child should be free to leave his employer at
the year’s end; if that happened the assistance officer should collect the post office
book and hand it to the new employer. The post office book only became the
exclusive property of the hired-out child when she/he reached 18 years. It is
obvious that this system was open to abuse. In one case in Clare the inspector
discovered that the employer/former foster parent had not placed any money in the
child’s Post Office book; furthermore the employer was quite explicit that when this
boy reached the age of sixteen he was not in a position to pay him the statutory
wage rate specified by the Agricultural Wages Act. The inspector pointed out that
when he reached his sixteenth birthday this boy was free to take any job that he
wished and could not be bound by an agreement reached between the local
authority and his employer. She reported that she had failed to find any employer
who was willing to pay former boarded-out children the wage rates determined by
the Agricultural Wages Act. She suggested that the local authority should be less
well-disposed to applications to hire former foster children for agricultural work.155

11.95

Several local authorities removed children from their foster home before the age of
14 (the end of mandatory school attendance) and placed them in a convent - such
as the Limerick House of Mercy - where they were given domestic training, before
being hired out as domestic servants.

Miss Clandillon reported that the local

authority - who had statutory responsibility until the foster child’s fifteenth birthday had no involvement with this convent, and did not pay for their maintenance.
‘Therefore, it was explained to me by the Sister in Charge that nobody is allowed to
visit the house’. She complained that no academic subjects were taught in this
‘school’; some of the girls placed there had not sat for their Primary Certificate, an
examination sat by children at the end of their primary schooling (it ceased in
1967).

She considered it ‘unwise and unjust’ that they were denied that

opportunity. She urged that foster children should not be hired out at a distance
from their foster home ‘as this is liable to break the very valuable ties between the
child and the foster parent which are of especial importance in their adolescent
years’. One former foster child who was on holidays in Co Limerick with her foster
family had been placed as a servant in Co Louth, where she received 2s 6d a
week pocket money; an additional 7s 6d a week was placed in a post office
account. The Limerick city manager contested these allegations and he provided
some further evidence as to the age of these girls, though it emerged that several
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had been placed in employment before their fifteenth birthday which was contrary
to the law. It also transpired that he lacked the authority to place these girls in the
Limerick House of Mercy, as it was not certified under the Public Assistance Act
1939. In 1949 two foster children in Limerick were working at a rate of 10s a week
in the City Home and Hospital (the county home for the city of Limerick). Another
who had spent some time in the Limerick House of Mercy was sent to a private
home as a domestic servant; eight months after being sent there she had received
no payment. The matron of Limerick City Home and Hospital appears to have
retained some oversight role, keeping the savings book for one of these girls.156

11.96

In 1954 Mary Murray visited a laundry that was run by the Sisters of Mercy in
Navan, where Longford county council was maintaining a 15 year-old girl who had
formerly been boarded out. She reported that ‘conditions in this institution are
unchanged. A public laundry is attached to it where all the girls (with the exception
of one in the kitchen) are employed full time. In theory [underlined in the original]
they are supposed to be moved from one duty to another but in practice this is not
done’. This particular girl had been working in the laundry for approximately three
months. ‘I had a talk with the girl herself and asked her if she would like to be
transferred to another school. She said the work was hard and trying but that she
was used to the place and would not welcome the prospect of starting off again
somewhere else’. Miss Murray had previously recommended that this girl should
be sent to a domestic economy school when she reached the age of 15, but she
had been sent to this laundry that was run by the Sisters of Mercy.

The

department officials acknowledged that in this institution ‘the “training” means little
more than working in a public laundry for no wages’. They had inspected this
laundry five years earlier, and in 1949 the department had refused to approve a
proposal to send two boarded-out girls in Kildare to this laundry. On this occasion
they agreed that this teenager could remain in the laundry for a year because she
seemed willing to remain, and Longford claimed that they were unable to find her a
place in two domestic economy schools, however the department emphasised ‘that
work in a public laundry is considered unsuitable - children should not be sent
there in future’.157 This was not an isolated incident. In the 1950s girls in foster
homes in Kildare were being sent to St Joseph’s Training School Kilkenny, before
their fifteenth birthday, to work in the laundry.

The Sister in charge told the

inspector that they were not paid, ‘but that they are given pocket money
156
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sometimes’. The work was allegedly designed to train them for domestic service,
but the department’s inspector doubted whether the conditions and equipment
‘would approximate in any way to those found in the average household’. She
suggested that ‘each girl’s case be judged on its merits’. If the foster parents
wished the girl to attend a secondary or technical school ‘it would be of far greater
benefit for the girls if they were left in their foster homes as members of a normal
family. The value of a permanent home background in the years of adolescence
cannot be over-estimated’.

One of the girls was being fostered by her

grandmother who was keen that her granddaughter should be sent to the local
Mercy Convent (presumably as a domestic worker) when she was 16. 158 The
authorities in Kilkenny wished to send a girl to Stanhope Street Convent in 1958 for
‘training in domestic knowledge’ but Miss Clandillon noted that the institution was
not registered under the Health Act 1953 and had a public laundry attached. She
recommended that she should attend the local vocational school.159 By moving
these young people before the age of 15, the local authority (and these
schools/laundries) were avoiding the requirement to pay these young people; they
were also in breach of the regulations.

11.97

A 1951 inspector’s report expressed ‘some uneasiness’ about the practice where
foster parents in Galway had to commit to paying their former foster child £15 a
year plus clothing and lodging when she/he reached the age of 15. If they were
unable to do so the child would be advertised as available for hire. She conceded
that this provision was designed to prevent children being exploited - i.e. retained
as unpaid labour. However many ‘otherwise estimable foster parents’ could not
afford this arrangement, and in such cases the child was ‘removed from what is in
fact his home and the only parents he has ever known’.160 In response the Galway
county manager issued a directive that children should not be hired out until they
were 16 years, ‘and that children so boarded-out be sent to a continuation school
at 14 or 15 years of age’. The department’s inspector noted that 30 children in the
counties that she inspected had been placed in employment during the past year,
but none was under 16 years, except in Galway, where ‘many children were still
placed for very inadequate wages when they reached the age of 16…and given to
understand that they cannot change their place of employment nor ask for higher
wages until they reach the age of 18’.
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determined that these young people should be made aware of their rights: former
boarded-out children going into employment should have it explained ‘in the
presence of their foster parents’ that at the age of 16 they were ‘free to choose
their employment and state their wage demands without interference.

Wages

should be exclusive of clothing…If they wish to remain on in their foster parent’s
home without payment of wages no obstacle should be placed in their path but the
decision is entirely one for the children themselves’.161

11.98

In 1960 one woman wrote to Miss Clandillon about her former foster son, who had
been hired out by the local authority as a farm labourer. She claimed that he was
‘badly treated’; he was milking six cows every day, cleaning out from 16 cows and
four calves; giving them hay and delivering milk in town twice a day to 40 people all for the promise of 10s a week which had not yet been paid. She had rescued
him from his employer - who was a woman; ‘the door was slamed [sic] in my face’;
his employer had refused to permit him to return to his foster home, and she kept
all his clothes, and later refused to give them to the local sergeant. She told Miss
Clandillon that it has cost her £6 to rescue her foster son.162 Miss Clandillon once
arrived at a foster home ‘to find a car drawn up outside and a teenage girl being
escorted to it’.

The foster parents explained that the girl was being removed

‘against their wishes to work as a domestic, at an extremely low wage, for relatives
of a local official who had a family of small children’. She arranged for her to be
returned to her foster home.163

Some children of small farmers/agricultural

labourers probably suffered similar exploitation, but they had a parent(s) who might
come to their assistance.
School attendance
11.99

The question of school attendance crops up in many inspection reports and they
are revealing about attitudes towards foster children. Foster homes were often
chosen by the assistance officers, with a view to keeping up the number of children
on a school roll. Mary Murray reported that in Donegal a teacher had on occasion
canvassed households ‘in order to have them take in boarded-out children with a
view to keeping up the average of his school’.164

One woman living near

Ballinasloe informed the department that the local assistance officer had removed
a child from foster parents and placed her with a family in another area in order to
161
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‘make up the average for his wife’, who was a teacher in the local national
school.165 These were not isolated cases. The first half of the twentieth century
was a time of falling population, with high emigration and a very low marriage rate;
the numbers of school-age children were falling in many school districts, and
schools were at risk of closing or losing a teacher. In 1939 Miss Litster reported
that
There is a decided tendency in Co. Galway to board-out children in certain
districts on account of a falling school average without due regard for the
suitability of the home or the welfare of the child. School averages are not the
concern of the Homes and Home Assistance Committee and no child should
be sacrificed in order to raise or maintain them. Foster parents should not be
compelled to send children who are under school age, long distances in
winter to maintain the average in the school.
11.100 She noted that foster parents were ‘ignorant of the law and have no weapon to
combat the pressure upon them’.166 Miss Litster claimed that parish priests often
asked for foster children to be placed in their district to maintain school enrolment,
but ‘in such cases, they invariably want children already of school-going age’.167

11.101 Local authorities were required to provide foster children with school books, pens,
pencils and other requisites, but there is evidence that this did not always
happen168, and some children were humiliated at school by teachers because they
lacked school requisites - but this also happened to children from poor families. A
boarded out child in Cork was not allowed by his foster parent to join his
classmates on a school educational tour; the inspector arranged in future the
health authority should be informed about upcoming school trips and would pay
the cost.

11.102 Foster parents were required to report absences from school to the local authority;
the local officials who were responsible for boarded out children were required to
monitor school attendance, though many failed to do this. Children were frequently
kept from school to help with farm work or domestic work. When Miss Clandillon
called to one midland house in December 1960 to inspect a child, she found her at
home from school picking potatoes, with ‘some of the foster mother’s twelve
165
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children’. When she checked with the school she discovered that this 13-year-old
girl had only been at school for three days since September and had missed six
weeks of school in the previous spring. When an inspector visited a foster home in
Clare in the early 1950s she discovered that the boy was off school helping at a
threshing,169 though many rural children would have done likewise. In 1956 one
15-year-old boy was absent from school and working on the farm; his foster mother
objected to the fact that he was still at school. A 13-year old was also absent from
school and working on the farm; a ten-year old was on the bog. Another boy’s
foster parents were on holidays; he was left in the care of their shop assistant.170
A foster child in Donegal was marked as present on the school roll when the
inspector called, but she was absent, ‘having been allowed to return home in the
forenoon at the request of her foster parent’.171

11.103 One of the most positive features of government policy relating to boarded out
children was the commitment to maintaining them in full-time education.

A

1944/45 report on boarded-out children stated that in the northern half of Ireland:
Sligo was the one bright spot in educational matters…
There is a tradition in this county that talented boarded-out children should get
every opportunity to continue their education beyond the primary stage and
become independent. The present Co. Manager has very laudably adopted
this policy and a number of the children are now attending continuation and
technical schools. Some of the older children have secured good positions as
a result of this enlightened policy.172

11.104 More than a decade before the introduction of free second-level education, and at
a time when compulsory schooling ended at the age of 14, the Health Act 1953
contained a provision removing the upper age limit for supporting boarded out
children if they were in full-time education. The department’s inspectors tried to
persuade foster parents and local authorities to keep children in school; children
who were faring well in national school were encouraged to compete for
scholarships that would enable them to attend a secondary school; the department
inspectors demanded that local authorities supply them with bicycles to enable
them to travel to a nearby vocational or secondary school. The local authority was
expected to pay any school fees and cover the cost of books. Inspectors advised
169
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foster parents about future careers and discussed these with teenage foster
children. At this point the practice of boarding out children in rural areas became a
disadvantage. An inspection report on foster homes in Waterford recommended
that more children should be placed in foster homes in the towns, where the
children would have the benefit of modern amenities in the home and opportunities
for post-primary education.173

11.105 This commitment to post-primary education was often thwarted by foster parents,
local officials, and occasionally by a national teacher. Some assistance officers
failed to provide bicycles; one foster child in Donegal had to walk five miles each
way to vocational school on an exposed mountain road.174

A 1947 report on

children in Galway noted that the number ‘accorded the benefit of vocational
education is negligible’; many boarded out children over the age of 14 remained in
national schools, in order to keep up the numbers on the school rolls. In 1949 Miss
Clandillon complained that girls who had been in foster care were automatically
sent to service positions.

She suggested that ‘there are undoubtedly some

children who have shown intelligence and ability’, who should be given a chance of
extending their schooling. She could only discover one case in Limerick of a foster
child (a boy) who had been sent to the local technical school.175

11.106 Mary Murray reported that foster parents and national school teachers in Donegal
were reluctant
to encourage the transfer of children to vocational schools when they
reached the age of 14 years. This means that intelligent children frequently
waste the years between 14 and 16 at a national school. The reluctance of
foster parents is due to a belief that the children will be less useful to them if
they were attending a vocational school; and the attitude of teachers is
probably determined by the school average.
11.107 One foster mother was not in favour of an ‘intelligent’ boy going to the vocational
school, ‘as he was so useful to her on the farm’. Two girls described as ‘aboveaverage’ were ‘wasting their time’ still in a national school two years after passing
the primary certificate which was generally regarded as a terminal examination for
primary schools because, yet again, the foster mother did not want them to attend
173
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a vocational school. The inspector also noted that foster parents in one district
complained that boarded-out children were treated very harshly by the local
teacher ‘and this was confirmed by the children themselves. The situation is not
even hinted at in Assistance Officer […]’s reports although foster parents stated
they had brought the matter to her notice on several occasions’. Two years later in
1956 she reported that matters had come to a head when two boys refused to
attend that particular school and the assistance officer had sided with the teacher.
She also reported about the case of one 14-year-old boy,
by far the biggest boy at the National School. The teacher however has not
recommended him for a vocational school, as a punishment for being
disobedient during the year! The boy denies this and says that the teacher
has always been ‘down on him’ which I believe is correct.

Even if the

teacher’s accusation were true it is not a valid reason for depriving this boy of
vocational education.176
However in 1956 the headmaster of a vocational school urged the local authority to
permit one boarded-out girl who was attending his school to continue her
education.177

11.108 Miss Clandillon wanted all children to transfer automatically to a vocational school
when they reached their fourteenth birthday, unless there was a ‘well authenticated
reason’ for not doing so. In the 1950s one or two years of post-primary schooling
enhanced a young person’s career options significantly; they could train as a nurse
in England, secure an apprenticeship leading to skilled employment with state
agencies, such as Bord na Mona or the ESB, and secure scholarships to CERT the training agency for hotels, restaurants and tourism. By the early 1960s foster
children were attending residential summer Irish courses; several had secured
scholarships enabling them to become boarders in convent secondary schools or
diocesan colleges; a number of teenage boys were awarded scholarships enabling
them to attend a residential course in an agricultural college, which would qualify
them for a variety of jobs. The inspectors encouraged families to be ambitious for
their foster children, and pressed local authorities to provide the money to enable
them to attend summer Irish courses. This broadly positive story must be qualified;
records also show delays in remunerating foster parents for school books or bus
fares to school and other shortcomings. Westmeath county council was paying the
cost of boarding school for one boy; other local authorities gave financial support to
176
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boys who entered seminaries - one in England. However Westmeath had sent
some teenage foster children to a rehabilitation centre where they worked in
gardening/horticulture, despite the absence of evidence that they had special
needs. The department’s inspector determined that they should not be in this
institution.178

11.109 In 1965, of the 728 boys and 542 girls boarded out by local authorities, 224 were
attending vocational schools, 69 attended secondary schools, two were at
university; 13 attended other educational institutions, such as an art college or
agricultural college.179 These statistics predate the introduction of free secondlevel schooling, school transport (1967), and grants for attending third-level
institutions (1968).

There were increasing reports from the department’s

inspectors of foster children who were sitting their intermediate certificate, taking
jobs in the factories that were opening in many provincial towns; some joined the
army and a number of girls who had been boarded out trained as children’s nurses
in Temple Hill, where they would have looked after children who were being placed
for adoption. One of the last reports compiled by Miss Clandillon concerns a foster
child who was attending a course in one of the new regional technical colleges; he
failed his exams and was in danger of being excluded from the college; she
interceded with the college authorities on his behalf.180
11.110 Local authorities were not always sympathetic to the inspectors’ ambition to keep
foster children in school. Some boys and girls – often those deemed to be smart were removed from school by the local authority and placed as servants or farm
labourers. In 1967 Miss Clandillon reported that
A teenage girl attending vocational school was prevented from sitting for the
Group Certificate [a terminal examination for students at a vocational school]
and was placed as a maid, through the efforts of one of her teachers, with this
lady’s nephew and his wife who had eleven children.

11.111 Miss Clandillon removed her from this home, but the girl failed to complete her
vocational schooling. She also reported a case where another girl, who had not
completed her education, was being sent as a domestic servant ‘for an influential
family in the county who had applied to the health authority for a maid!’. She
178
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succeeded in keeping this particular girl at school, but another foster child was
removed from school and sent to work for this family. Although the second girl left
and returned to her foster mother ‘her education had lapsed’. The family where
she was working as a domestic servant had suggested that she attend night
classes.181

Children at Nurse
11.112 In March 1945 there were 2,494 nursed-out children, and 2,351 children boarded
out by local authorities. There are many similarities between the stories of children
at nurse and boarded out children and there are some important differences.
While both were subject to inspection and oversight by local authorities the
monitoring of children at nurse was less thorough and it ceased at the age of nine.
Many women who took children at nurse failed to register with the public
assistance authority. They denied that they were receiving a financial payment for
a child who was living in their home, in order to avoid inspection and registration.
The Children Act 1934 sought to address this by presuming that any ‘illegitimate’
child who was placed with someone who was not a close family member had been
placed ‘for reward’.

The DLGPH inspectors frequently remarked on the small

number of children at nurse who were registered in a particular county; they
invariably assumed that the reported figure in such cases was an underestimate.
In 1931 Miss Fitzgerald-Kenney asked Tipperary North Board of Health and Public
Assistance whether the Children Act 1908 was enforced in their district, because
the most recent returns did not record any nursed-out children. They informed her
that the Act was not enforced.182 Tipperary North was not the only negligent local
authority, and the position appears to have deteriorated in later years. In 1941
South Cork board of public assistance contacted the department to express their
concerns about the failure to register children at nurse. They commented that
‘Persons who agree to accept such children from Bessboro or from the Catholic
Women’s Aid Society are often of a class that it is very difficult to bring home their
responsibilities to’.183 In 1939 the department noted that the number of children at
nurse registered in Cork South (which included the city) had risen from 80 to 378
following the appointment of an infant life protection visitor whose sole job was
carrying out inspections under the Children Acts i.e. children at nurse.184
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11.113 In 1943 the DLGPH were clear that the provisions of the Children Act 1934 were
widely evaded.

They noted that ‘illegal traffic in children in Dublin has been

detected by the more vigilent [sic] attitude adopted since the Commissioners were
appointed’ and public examples have been made of some persons connected with
it who were prosecuted in the Courts’.185 Two years later, Mary Murray, who was
responsible for the northern half of the country, noted that
With the exception of Co Dublin the Children’s Acts are very indifferently
administered in my area.

Local authorities take their obligations in this

connection lightly, and make little or no effort to ensure that the provisions of
the Acts are put into operation. Advertising is haphazard and irregular, and
usually lapses altogether in the interval between annual inspections.
Prosecutions are extremely rare, and the fines imposed, usually 1/-are more
of an encouragement than a prevention. In no county apart from Dublin, is 48
hours prior notice insisted on, and this means that many unsuitable homes
must be tolerated.186
11.114 She described the register of children at nurse in Westmeath as ‘a masterpiece of
confusion’, despite the fact that she had taken time several years earlier to compile
an up-to-date register of names.187 There were only four nurse children registered
in Offaly in 1945; the inspector concluded that the Act was not being observed in
that county. Galway county council claimed that they had no children at nurse. In
1949 there were only four children on the register in Limerick city although a further
13 had been identified. Miss Clandillon reported ‘an extraordinary lack of interest
in the welfare of nurse children in Limerick City’. Part of the difficulty there and
indeed elsewhere was that ‘there are a number of charitable ladies who help in
placing children at nurse usually in the most unsuitable homes and with a
disregard for the registration’.188 Five children at nurse died in Co Limerick over
the years 1948-51. In two cases there was no death certificate - the department’s
inspector had previously recommended removing a child from one of these homes.
One of the dead children had been placed at nurse for a lump sum of £100.
Several of the children’s names remained on the register; nobody had informed the
authorities that they had died and their deaths were not investigated. Nurse
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children also died in Co Limerick in 1946 and 1947 and their deaths were not
registered.189

11.115 Many children at nurse were fostered in cities, whereas this was prohibited in the
case of boarded out children until the 1950s. The women who took children at
nurse were among the poorest in Irish society: widows, mothers of large families,
perhaps with an invalid, tubercular, alcoholic or chronically-unemployed husband;
single women whose sole means of support was home assistance. There were
few opportunities for women in Irish cities and towns to earn an income, other than
as a live-in domestic servant, a laundry woman or cleaner, so many women viewed
nurse children as an essential source of income. In 1947 Miss Litster, in a lecture
given to social science students, wrote that
The manner in which foster mothers are found by private persons is
haphazard in the extreme.

The person placing the child is generally its

mother, although frequently persons who conduct a maternity home may
undertake to find a foster home or to secure adoption for a child born in the
maternity home.
Often enough, the mother has been known to carry the child from door to
door, enquiring for a foster mother.

11.116 She described a case in Cashel that ended up in court, where a foster mother who
was registered to take three nurse children was found to have 11 in her home.
‘Five of the smaller babies from infancy to 4 years old were neglected and
emaciated. This woman stated in Court that she had been pestered by women
coming to her house at night begging her to take their babies’.190

11.117 Although the homes where children were placed by charitable organisations were
in theory vetted by these charities, there is no evidence that they were superior to
private placements. The financial or personal needs of the foster mother appear to
have ranked much higher, in decisions about placing a child, than the capacity of
the foster parent to provide appropriate care and attention. The suitability of either
the home or the person to care for a child was not necessarily a consideration.

11.118 Many unmarried mothers found it difficult to find the money to place their child at
nurse. This is evident in the story of one woman who was in her thirties, who
189
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cared for an elderly blind aunt and uncle in rural Ireland. She became pregnant
having been raped during the Irish Civil War. When she was several months
pregnant she borrowed money, and stole from her aunt to go to Dublin, without any
clear plan as to what to do. She eventually went to St Patrick’s Guild in Abbey
Street, where Miss Cruice advised her to return home until the baby was due. The
baby was born in Holles Street. When he was nine days old the mother brought
him to St Patrick’s Guild. It would appear that Miss Cruice had not explained (or
perhaps the mother had failed to grasp the fact) that she would have to pay 25s a
month to place her child at nurse with St Patrick’s Guild. For £20 Miss Cruice
would ‘take the Baby completely off my hands’.

She managed to keep up

payments for nine months, often by taking the money from her aunt and uncle’s
pensions. In despair she wrote to the Archbishop of Dublin, Doctor Byrne, asking
for his assistance, and threatening that otherwise she should ‘have to ask some
Protestant charity to take it [her son]’. Having checked her story by writing to the
Franciscan Friar in whom she had confided, the archbishop sent her a cheque for
£20.191

11.119 Foster mothers taking children at nurse were in a more precarious financial
position than women who fostered children that were placed by the local authority.
Children boarded out by local authorities were supported until they reached the
age of 16, and sometimes longer; the foster parents received regular payments.
Payments for children at nurse generally ceased by the age of five or six years, if
not earlier, and many nurse children were placed for a fixed sum. For this reason
nurse children were probably at greater risk of being sent to an industrial school or
another institution.

11.120 Mothers who made private arrangements to pay a weekly sum to the foster mother
frequently ceased making payments after one or two years. Most foster parents
were poor, and incapable of maintaining a child without some outside assistance
so, when payments ceased, nurse children frequently ended up in a county home
or an industrial school. In 1925 seven children nursed out by St Patrick’s Guild
were admitted to the Dublin Union; the foster parents complained that they could
not afford to maintain the child for the £5 ‘adoption’ fee that they were given. 192
The Cork board of public assistance received applications from families who had
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previously been paid to keep a nurse child, asking for payment from the public
assistance authority to keep the child under its boarding out scheme. They sent
instructions to the Cork Catholic Women’s Aid Society that children were not to be
placed in households where the only income came from home assistance,
because these foster parent(s) could not support a child once payments had
ceased.

11.121 Children were placed at nurse in city-centre tenements in Cork, Limerick and
Dublin, where households were grossly overcrowded; the only access to running
water was often a tap in the yard, sanitary facilities were non-existent and the rear
yard was often heavily littered and soiled. In February 1925 the clerk of the Dublin
Union notified officers of several rescue societies that no children were to be
placed in Corporation Buildings, Corporation Street, Gloucester Street (Upper &
Lower), Gloucester Place (Upper & Lower), Railway Street, Waterford Street, or
Foley Street because these streets had been condemned as unsuitable. This was
the notorious ‘Monto’ prostitution area.

Some weeks later the Dublin Union

approved a list of women who were banned from taking any children at nurse in
future; in at least one case the children had been placed by St Joseph’s Guild of
Rescue.193

11.122 Many of these nurse children were neglected, even abused. An inquest on the
death of one such child in 1921 returned a verdict of natural causes, although the
doctor noted that his body had several bruises.194 The minutes of the Board of
Guardians noted the outcome of a court of inquiry into the sudden death of a nurse
child in a cottage in Glasnevin, which found that the cottage was ‘not suitable for
“child farming” except on a more limited scale if at all’. At the next meeting the
ladies committee reported that as the court had restricted this household to
keeping two nurse children, two of the four children should be removed. This
meeting also approved the prosecution of a woman in Dorset Street for failing to
notify the Union that she was keeping two children at nurse. In 1922 the committee
reported on the prosecution and conviction of a woman in Little Denmark Street for
having five children who were not registered; she was fined £10 and ordered not to
take any nurse children in future. The committee also reported that a woman who
placed children at nurse had advised foster mothers to have the foster children
baptised with her surname in order to avoid having to register them. The Dublin
193
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Union warned that they would take action against this woman if they became
aware of this happening in future.195 In 1923 the ladies committee determined that
no children should be placed in future with a particular woman because several
children had died while in her care. They also investigated the case of another
nurse child aged five months, who was admitted to the Dublin Union in a neglected
condition; they gave instructions that the child should not be returned to that
home.196 Some of these children had been placed by Catholic priests. The ladies
committee wrote to a priest at the Pro-Cathedral urging him not to place any
children in future with a particular woman.

Despite being banned from taking

children for reward, she had recently been found with another child at nurse. The
committee also followed up on instances where children placed by St Patrick’s
Guild had not been registered with the local authority. This had some effect; in
1923 Miss Cruice informed them that she had been instructed by the DLGPH to
register all children placed at nurse and was seeking forms to do this.

11.123 Miss Litster pressed for the Dublin board of guardians to be supplied with lists of all
children placed by voluntary societies, but there was no legal power to require a
voluntary society to provide this information. Responsibility for registering a child
at nurse rested with the foster mother, not with the individual or the society that
placed the child.

There were occasional disputes between Miss Cruice of St

Patrick’s Guild and the ladies committee over children being removed from foster
homes. In one case Miss Cruice and her nurse were adamant that a particular
woman provided good care, the committee pointed out that two children had
recently died in this woman’s care; her house was ‘anything but clean’ and they
regarded her as unsuitable to care for children. On another occasion Miss Cruice
was censured for placing a child with a woman who lived in an underground
kitchen with no natural light. The clerk of the Union was instructed to write to the
Sisters of Charity Convent, Gardiner Street, stating that in future they were not to
place children at nurse in any home until the Dublin Commissioner gave sanction
that the home was suitable. A religious sister had recently placed a child with a
woman in a cottage near the convent; this child died in St Ultan’s Hospital a few
hours after admission.197

Another woman was prohibited from taking nurse

children because several children had died while in her care.

In 1924, the

secretary of St John’s Ambulance wrote to the Union stating that a widow with no
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means of support was caring for a nurse child; the ladies committee was
concerned that the child was not properly treated.198

11.124 Many children were placed at nurse for a single payment. Such arrangements
were widely condemned, on the basis that it was in a nurse mother’s interests not
to keep the child alive; if the baby died she could take another child. But the
practice was not illegal. There is no indication that consideration was ever given to
banning this practice, and it continued until the 1950s. In 1947 Mary Murray noted
that of the 25 children at nurse, registered in Westmeath, ‘more than half are in
Athlone, and practically all are “lump sum” adoption cases, the majority from Manor
House’ (Castlepollard); many were fostered by the wives of army privates and
corporals. The foster mother received a sum ranging from £50 to £70 for each
child.199 In 1949, while carrying out an inspection in Co Roscommon, Miss Murray
found that a named NSPCC inspector had placed four children at nurse ‘in
consideration of lump sums ranging from £40 to £75’. The foster parents of one of
these children - a girl, who was later deemed to be ’mentally defective’ - sent her to
the county home when she was 18 months old.200 In 1951 a child was placed at
nurse in Offaly for a lump sum of £100, in a home that contained a family of seven
children.201 A Limerick woman who had taken a child in 1946 for a sum of £100
was told by the religious sister, who had presumably placed him with her that she
would have to return the money, when he was admitted to hospital. He had been
with her for almost two years and he appears to have suffered from a serious
medical condition.202

11.125 Mary Murray reported on one case in Westmeath, where the foster mother had
received a lump sum of £100 for taking a child. ‘When it was spent she neglected
the child knowing that the local authority would be obliged to remove him, and she
would be relieved of all further responsibility’.203 Several nurse children in Co
Limerick were removed at an early stage and sent to industrial schools.

The

inspector reported that one woman had already sent two children to industrial
schools and ‘She told me in the boy’s hearing she was thinking of sending […].
She apparently uses this threat frequently’.204
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11.126 Some children were placed at nurse in homes where they had a poor prospect of
surviving. In 1949 a father removed his daughter and her two-week old child from
the county home in Killarney where she had given birth. The matron reported that
he refused to give any information as to what would happen to the child. The
infant was placed in ‘a wretched home’ in the town, and was readmitted to the
county home 12 days later, and died the following day. The coroner determined
that the infant had died of neglect.205 In 1951 an inspection was carried out of the
Dunscombe home, a private nursing home in Cork city run by an elderly woman
and her daughter. It contained four ‘illegitimate’ babies, without their mothers,
three had been born to private patients in Bessborough, the fourth was born in this
nursing home. The mothers had brought their infants to the Dunscombe home on
the day that they left Bessborough. All three children were neglected, with scalded
buttocks. The fourth child, aged two and a half years, was described ‘a pale,
gentle, listless little girl who has no playmates and gets no fresh air’.

The

inspection gave details of a further four children, who had been in this home but
were not placed at nurse or ‘adopted’. Five babies born in Bessborough had died
in Dunscombe Home, two of marasmus. In one case no cause of death was
registered.

The proprietor’s mother, who carried out most of the work, was

described as showing no interest in the children. The local authority had not been
notified that these children were in the nursing home, contrary to the terms of the
Children Acts, and the owner had denied keeping infants without their mothers. All
of these babies, including those who died, were examined by Dr Sutton in
Bessborough and certified as fit before they left. In this instance all barring one of
the Bessborough babies who died were the children of private patients (see
Chapter 18).

11.127 The department had few sanctions against this negligent nursing home; the
offence of not registering the children was only a misdemeanour.

When the

proprietor’s daughter agreed to comply with the law in future the Cork city manager
agreed not to institute proceedings.206 There was a similar outcome in another
private nursing home in Dublin, which was also run by a mother and daughter.
This home survived despite a number of convictions.207

It proved difficult to

monitor the treatment of children at nurse: the Catholic Bishop of Cork refused to
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give the authorities details of babies born to private patients,208 and the Kerry
county home had no authority to know where the father who removed his daughter
and her infant planned to place the child. Some women who took children at nurse
claimed that they were not being paid, which, if true, would exempt them from the
requirement to register under the Children Acts.

11.128 Nurse children were often moved from house to house, without informing the local
authority, in defiance of the law.

An inspection in Roscommon noted that ‘A

number of unmarried mothers leave the County Home each year taking their
children with them. It is probable that some of these children are subsequently
placed at nurse but none of the children registered so far come from this
source’.209 One nurse child, who was born in Bessborough, and placed at nurse in
Limerick shortly after birth by the Cork Catholic Women’s Aid Society, was not on
the register. Evasion of the regulations was all too easy - and it often happened
with the connivance of the local authorities. In 1946 Mary Murray reported that a
nurse child had died in Mayo. She had previously condemned this home and
recommended that the child should be removed, but nothing happened; ‘the AO
had not visited the home for almost a year prior to my inspection’.

11.129 Inspectors removed some nurse children from homes that were obviously
unsuitable, only to find that there were new nurse children in these homes on their
next visit! In 1949 one home in Limerick city with three nurse children (not all
registered) consisted of a kitchen, two small bedrooms and an attic; it was home to
11 people. One nurse child shared a bed with a nurse child who suffered from TB
of the abdomen, and these boys shared a small attic room with a married daughter
of the foster mother and her two young children. Another child was placed in a
condemned house with a couple aged 65 and 75 respectively and shared their
bed. Miss Clandillon reported ‘evidence of lack of hygienic habits in the spittle on
the floor’. The child had lived there for six years, but had never been inspected.210
Another nurse child in Co Limerick, who was visited in 1944 was ‘in a dirty
condition and covered with sores, and appeared to be undernourished’.

The

house also contained, contrary to regulations, two boarded-out children who were
‘badly clad and dirty’.211
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11.130 In 1941 Miss Litster drafted a note for DLGPH Secretary John Garvin setting out
the position with respect to children at nurse:
The general procedure with regard to the placing at nurse of infants born to
private patients in the Sacred Heart Home, Bessboro is that either (a) the
Cork Catholic Women’s Aid Society agrees to take over the child on payment
of a lump sum of £70 in advance by the mother, relative, putative father or
other interested party or (b) the Bessboro Community finds a foster mother
and either pays over a lump sum or makes periodic payment. In either case
the foster mother is required finally to ‘adopt’ the child.

As there is no

machinery for legalised adoption, the obligation of the mother to maintain her
child is not removed by any document which the foster-mother might sign.212

11.131 Charitable societies appear to have operated a lax regime when placing children at
nurse or for informal ‘adoption’. The inspectors noted that:
Some of the Boarding-out Societies in Dublin make a practice of sending
children for ‘adoption’ to various parts of the country. They make no enquiries
of the local authority beforehand as to the economic circumstances of the
applicants, the only reference necessary being one from the Parish Priest.
This procedure is extremely unsatisfactory as many of the foster parents are
in very poor circumstances and are occasionally in receipt of Home
Assistance.

Local authorities very naturally resent the action of these

Societies, but they do not appear to have any redress, as the Societies
contend that no fee or reward has been paid or promised to the foster parent,
and that therefore the children are not subject to registration or liable to
inspection.213

11.132 Bethany Home (see Chapter 22) placed children at nurse on the basis of a
reference from a local clergyman. Some charitable societies employed inspectors;
others did not.

Inspecting children placed at a distance would have proved

expensive and was probably often not done. Protestant children were placed at
nurse in Monaghan, Wicklow, Tipperary and Carlow in areas with numbers of
Protestant small farmers who were willing to take foster children. Mrs Keating,
proprietor of St Rita’s Nursing Home in Ranelagh, was reported to be placing
children in Wicklow in unsuitable homes. In the 1940s children were placed in
Roscommon by St Patrick’s Guild, and by Manor House, Castlepollard.
212
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majority of nurse children registered in Donegal in 1947 were placed by St
Patrick’s Guild; others were placed by the CPRSI, the Rotunda Girls’ Aid Society,
Mater Dei Hostel Belfast, and Nazareth House. It is difficult to determine how
these foster homes were selected; many were unsuitable.

Some of the

descriptions are grim - abusive foster mothers, overcrowded homes and acute
poverty. In 1947 one Donegal nurse child ‘appeared to have rickets’.214 Arguably
the worst description of a child at nurse was that of a boy, in Mayo in 1946, who
had been placed by the Rotunda Girls’ Aid Society. The inspector described the
home as ‘easily the most wretched that I have ever visited. There is only one room
in use, which appears to be shared with the farm animals, no furniture except a
bed, and the whole structure in wretched repair’. The foster parent ‘stated that he
had applied for some assistance and had been refused’. The inspector ‘had no
opportunity of examining the boy who disappeared when he saw a stranger
approaching the home’. The assistance officer dismissed this report. He claimed
that when he visited ‘there were no signs of cattle being kept therein’; the boy slept
in the kitchen with the male foster parent; the man’s wife slept in an adjoining room
(though Miss Murray described only one room). The outcome of this inspection did
not necessarily improve the boy’s welfare; the priest in charge of the Rotunda Girls’
Aid Society proposed to move the boy to ‘a suitable school’, presumably an
industrial school. 215

11.133 The CPRSI was the largest agency placing children at nurse. In the half year
ending December 1943 it maintained 399 children; 200 of the children were eligible
for grants under the Maternity and Child Welfare scheme. Some were the children
of married women, who were ill, widowed or otherwise incapable of caring for their
child, perhaps for a temporary period.216 Miss Litster was highly critical of the fact
that placing children at nurse was ‘frequently a stepping stone to committal to an
industrial school’. Young children were removed ‘from the only home and parents
he has ever known’ and ‘the nurse mother los[ing] a child to which she has
probably become attached’.217 Government subsidies to charitable societies in
receipt of money under the Maternity and Child Welfare scheme ceased when a
nurse child reached the age of five years and the societies generally ceased to
make any payment to the foster home.

Unless the foster parent(s) agreed to

‘adopt’ the child - they were usually offered a modest lump sum if they did so - the
214
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children were brought before the court for committal to an industrial school. Patrick
Touher was placed at nurse in Sandyford - which was then a rural area - by St
Brigid’s orphanage in Eccles Street; his mother had died and his father had
vanished; the parents appear to have been married. His account suggests that he
was happy in his foster home, attending the local school and playing with pals who
were also foster children. He described the older daughter in his foster home as
‘just like a loving big sister to me’. In 1950 when he was seven he was taken to a
nearby courthouse, where it was determined that he should be sent to Artane
industrial school.218

As there was no industrial school for Protestant children,

children placed at nurse through Protestant charities such as the Irish Church
Missions and the Protestant Nursery and Rescue Society were sent to Protestant
orphanages such as Emmanuel Home, Marlfield House, the Cottage Home Dun
Laoghaire and the Children’s Fold. The Department of Health emphasised that
‘These are charitably maintained and although there may be doubt as to legality of
inspection in view of the words “for reward” in the Act, they have submitted to
inspection under the Children’s Acts and the homes have been found to be
generally well run’.219

St. Brigid’s Nursery and the Sacred Heart Home

Drumcondra - two Catholic institutions, were unwilling to submit to inspection, and
Emmanuel Home won a legal case to prevent inspection.220

11.134 In 1943 the CPRSI agreed to continue to maintain children, whom it had placed at
nurse, beyond their fifth birthday.221 It seems likely that the society absorbed the
additional cost. In 1948 the director of the Kirwan House - the official name was the
Female Orphan House - wrote to Dr Noel Browne, Minister for Health, complaining
that the charity was finding it increasingly difficult to cover its costs. This was a
time of high inflation, and while they received a government grant for children up to
the age of five under the Maternity and Child Welfare scheme, they received no
support for children over that age, and they asked that this should be reconsidered.
Almost a year later Fr Barrett, director of the CPRSI, wrote a similar letter on behalf
of several Catholic voluntary societies - in addition to the CPRSI he listed the
Rotunda Girls’ Aid Society; Holles Street Girls’ Aid Society, and St Patrick’s Guild,
requesting that the government subsidy be extended to cover children at nurse up
to the age of 16 - i.e. making them comparable with boarded out children. He
asked ‘what is supposed to happen when a child turns five years old. Does the
218
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State envisage they should be transferred from the foster home to an industrial
school?’ He argued that it was ‘not in the best interests of such children to send
them to institutions or have them committed to Industrial Schools’. He claimed that
the societies only took that decision ‘with great reluctance and only as a last
resort’. They tried to persuade foster families to ‘adopt’ children before their fifth
birthday, but that was not always possible - some children were unsuitable ‘for one
reason or another’; some were ‘somewhat backward with an intelligence quotient
below average; others are unsuitable for adoption because of bad parental history
or because they are delicate or the mother will not give her consent’. These
references to ‘adoption’ are several years before the introduction of legal adoption.
Fr Barrett claimed that parents rarely contributed towards the support of a child
aged over five. The Department of Health official who reviewed this application
conceded that restricting government grants to children under five years was a
purely arbitrary decision, but he then took refuge in the demarcation lines between
government departments.

He claimed that contributing towards the cost of

maintaining children at nurse should be a matter for the Department of Social
Welfare.

The Department of Health’s reply to Fr Barrett complimented the

societies on their work but emphasised that ‘it is difficult to maintain that they
should be regarded as ministering to the health of their charges rather than to their
social and moral welfare’.222 There is no indication that any consideration was
given to extending the state subsidy to enable charitable societies to support
children at nurse until they reached the age of 16; the failure to do so resulted in
many children at nurse being sent to industrial schools.

11.135 The register of children at nurse kept by the Dublin board of assistance recorded
the names of 816 children in September 1951. Many had been placed by the
CPRSI and other well-known charities. They were concentrated in areas with local
authority housing: Ringsend, Mountpleasant Buildings, Cork Street, Oliver Bond
House, York Street, Dorset Street and Sean McDermott Street. A growing number
of children at nurse were living in the newer local authority housing in Crumlin,
Ballyfermot, Cabra and Finglas.

There were a total of 16 foster children on

Galtymore Road Drimnagh in 1951; nearby roads had similar large concentrations
of children at nurse.223 The living conditions for nurse children and for workingclass households improved significantly in the late 1940s and 1950s, with the
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provision of modern local authority houses, which had running water, toilets and (in
a majority of cases) bathrooms, and a greater number of bedrooms.

11.136 With the introduction of legal adoption in the 1950s, boarding out increasingly
became a short-term arrangement, prior to adoption.

However in 1960 an

inspector reported that there were only 12 boarded out children on the register in
Limerick city but 55 nurse children. She suggested that these numbers meant that
the local authority was shirking its responsibilities. ‘The wide difference between
these figures reflects little credit on those responsible for the care of deprived
children in this area up to the present, indicating as it does that most unmarried
mothers are left to make what arrangement they can for their children’. Many
mothers disappeared having left children with foster mothers, who received no
further money. She noted that ‘It is to the credit of the foster mothers that few have
requested the removal of children to industrial schools’.

In one case where a

mother was working in the laundry of the Limerick City Home and paying for her
child at nurse, Miss Clandillon recommended that he be boarded out, relieving her
of the cost.224

Adoption (see chapter 32 for more complete discussion)
11.137 Adoption brought about major changes with respect to boarding out and children at
nurse.

Charities that had previously placed children at nurse were now

concentrating on adoption. Adoption also had a major impact on boarding out by
local authorities. Couples wishing to adopt a child often saw fostering as a first
step. The inspection reports describe many cases of couples who wished to adopt
their foster child, and successfully doing so.

In 1956 an inspector, visiting

Donegal, reported that ‘a large percentage of the placings [of children at nurse]
have been de facto adoptions, which were legalised when the Act came into
force’.225 The high proportion of boarded out children or children at nurse who
were formally adopted indicates that many foster children were cherished by their
foster family and this evidence qualifies some of the bleaker material presented in
this chapter. However an inspector noted that parents who had taken children at
nurse from Castlepollard and now wished to legally adopt the child faced difficulties
because the child had been placed through intermediaries and the adoptive
parents did not know the name of the child’s mother or how to contact her.226 The
224
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transition from boarding out to adoption presented difficulties for some foster
parents. Couples who had fostered a child for many years were threatened with
the loss of the maintenance payments if they adopted their foster child. Section 55
(9) of the Health Act 1953 permitted local authorities to continue to pay the
fostering allowances in such cases, but many foster parents were not aware of that
possibility until the department’s inspectors informed them, and the payment was
made at the discretion of the local authority. It also presented some difficulties should that house and the child continue to be subject to inspection despite having
been adopted?

Former foster parents who had adopted a child resented the

continuing inspections, which did not apply to other adoptive parents. In 1968 the
parents of 247 former foster children who had been adopted were in receipt of
boarding out allowances.227 The age restrictions in the Adoption Act 1952 also
presented difficulties; children could not be adopted after the age of seven - which
effectively meant that it was almost impossible for foster parents to adopt children
who had been in Tuam (because they were boarded out at a late age). The
requirement that adoptive parents should be within a certain age bracket also
presented difficulties. There were cases when it proved impossible to comply with
both regulations - the adoptive mother only becoming old enough to adopt when
the child was already aged over seven, and other cases where the foster parents
were too old to adopt.

11.138 Adoption appears to have been welcomed by the local authorities; it relieved them
of the cost of boarding out, and responsibility for inspection. When the Department
of Health carried out a review of services under the Children Acts and the Health
Act 1953 in the late 1960s, an inspector of boarded-out children commented that
In very many cases health authorities favour legal adoption as the best
solution to the placement of children.

No guidelines have been given to

health authorities as to when the mother should be advised to place her child
for adoption or when the child should be boarded out…As far as health
authorities are concerned adoption would, in general be the most satisfactory
course (if regard is not had to the over-riding needs of the parents and the
child), as it obviates the need for continuous supervision of the child and with
the termination in many cases of the boarded-out allowance or cost of
institutional maintenance, is a financial saving to the authority.
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11.139 This memorandum reported that, following a recent inspection of the Dublin Health
Authority scheme, the inspector reported that ‘undue pressure is being brought’ to
bear on mothers to place their children for adoption; many mothers were not aware
of alternatives. 228

11.140 In 1969, a total of 1,005 children were boarded out by local authorities, compared
with 1,861 in 1959. In 1971 responsibility for health and welfare services passed
from the local authorities to the regional health boards. By then the children of
unmarried mothers no longer constituted the majority of these children.

Conclusions
11.141 The Commission has had limited access to the voices of foster children or children
placed at nurse; what is known of their circumstances in the early or mid-twentieth
century comes mainly from the reports of the inspectors of boarded-out children.
There are very few insights into the emotional and psychological problems that
these children faced; the prejudice shown towards them by class-mates, teachers,
priests or the affection or lack of affection displayed by foster parents. The only
evidence of concern for their emotional circumstances comes from the inspectors
of boarded out children - their preference for placing children in a family as young
as possible; their belief that boarding out should be a permanent arrangement and
their comments about the emotional cost when children were moved from one
foster home to another. There is also very limited information available about the
feelings of foster parents. Some foster children were occasionally violent, engaged
in petty theft, and proved difficult to parent. Most foster parents had no support or
advice from childcare professionals.

11.142 In contrast to the detailed statistics that the Commission has compiled on the
women and children in mother and baby homes, the evidence relating to boarded
out children and children at nurse is scant.

Not all of these children were

‘illegitimate’; many were not born in mother and baby homes or county homes; it is
impossible to disentangle those that specifically come within the remit of this
Commission, however there is no reason to believe that the circumstances which
they experienced, when boarded out or placed at nurse, differed from what is
described here.
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11.143 Until the 1970s few of the children born to Irish unmarried mothers were raised by
their mother or her family. The outcomes for these children included boarding out,
being placed at nurse, or long-term care in an institution. By the late 1950s a
majority were being placed for adoption.

The Department of Health and its

predecessor (the Department of Local Government and Public Health) consistently
advocated the benefits of boarding out over institutional care, but they presented
no evidence to support this assertion, and some of the experiences of children
both at nurse or boarded out, especially in earlier years, were appalling. Although
the care and oversight of children at nurse and boarded out children was tightly
regulated by the DLGPH, later the Department of Health, these regulations were
often poorly enforced by local authorities. Practice and attitudes varied between
counties. Many local authorities failed to implement the requirements with regard
to inspection, or ensuring that homes taking children at nurse were registered, and
there was a serious lack of professional expertise in childcare. The fate of an
individual child was at the mercy of her/his mother’s financial means, and the views
of local authorities and local officials - an assistance officer, a county manager or
the matron in a county home. They determined which children should be boarded
out and in what family; which children should remain in a county home, and which
children should be dispatched to an industrial school or another institution. Some
of these decisions were undoubtedly arbitrary, made with little consideration for the
best interests of the child.

11.144 This discordance between national and local government is only one aspect of a
piecemeal approach. In Britain, the 1946 Curtis report resulted in all aspects of
care for children who were not living with their family being placed under a single
government ministry.229 At around this time Miss Litster recommended that the
Children Acts should be revised to bring the guardianship of all children under the
care of public authorities under a single government department and a single
Act.230 That did not happen. In Ireland the industrial schools remained under the
Department of Education, and there is little evidence of any co-ordination between
that department and the Department of Health with respect to the care for these
children. It is significant that the 1970 Kennedy report on the Reformatory and
Industrial School system does not mention boarding out children. The women
inspectors attached to the Department of Health displayed a consistent and
229
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admirable commitment to improving the welfare of foster children, but they had a
limited impact on practice and policy. A comprehensive account of the outcomes
for the children of unmarried mothers, who were not raised by their family, would
require the integration of the histories of children in industrial schools (especially
those sent at an early age to junior industrial schools); of boarded out children, of
those placed at nurse, and those who were adopted.

Witness Statements
11.145 A small number of former residents of mother and baby homes, who gave
evidence to the Commission, spoke about being boarded out by the local authority,
or placed at nurse. Those who were boarded out by the local authorities were
former residents of Tuam; those who were placed at nurse were former residents
of Bethany and Denny House. Their statements support evidence in the reports by
the department inspectors about the varying quality of foster care. They are of
especial value when they describe their treatment at school, within the community
and more subtle aspects of their treatment by a foster family. Several witnesses
were placed in more than one foster home. Two witnesses were happy and wellcared for in their foster homes: ‘I was fortunate where I was reared’. One man
who was placed in more than one foster home spoke warmly of a foster mother,
but he was less positive about that woman’s husband. A man who was placed at
nurse by the Protestant Nursery Society suggested that in one foster home the
woman was cruel to him, whereas her husband appears to have been kinder. One
man who was boarded out by the local authority with an elderly woman and her 50year-old bachelor son ‘had a horrendous life there’ - he suffered physical abuse.
However another former Tuam child was ‘well looked-after’ by a couple in their
thirties who were unable to have children and wanted a family. Several witnesses
described being required to carry out very heavy farm chores, before and after
going to school, which left them with little time for homework and a poor
attendance record: ‘our school work collapsed and we never recovered’. One man
frequently left school early by agreement to carry out farm chores, having been
marked present on the school roll. However another was moved to a different
foster home because of his many absences from school. One man described
himself, and another foster child, as ‘free child labour on the farm’. By contrast one
man said that his foster parents ‘didn’t want a slave or a workman or anything like
that’.
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11.146 The witnesses cited some telling examples of discrimination. Two reported that
they were never permitted to serve mass - which was something of a rite of
passage for many school boys when they had made their first communion. One
was forbidden by his foster family to visit neighbouring houses, though he claimed
that the neighbours were ‘nice’.

A man who was placed at nurse, with a

Protestant family in Leinster, was sent to the local Catholic school with another
foster child, despite the fact that they were being raised as Protestants and the
children of that family had attended a Protestant school. He claimed that this
family was ‘too socially embarrassed’ to send them to the Protestant school,
though it should be noted that they would have had to be driven to and from that
school. He said that he and other foster children were last in line when Christmas
presents were given to local children, and they only received colouring pens,
drawing paper and some sweets. In one foster home this man ate breakfast with
the family, but he ate all the other meals, including Christmas dinner, separately in
a ‘back kitchen’. One man described himself as ‘an outcast’. Several witnesses
mention ill-treatment at school; left out of sports; physically abused ‘mainly by the
other children’; ‘children picked on you all the time…the dreaded “B’ word”; taunted
that their mother and father had not wanted them. When one man, who had been
boarded out, was placed at hire on a large dairy farm where the work was long and
hard, he suffered abuse from the farmer’s sons: they kicked him, they ‘ganged up
on me’ and accused him of breaking objects that one or more of the family had
damaged.
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